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In this paper we study metastability and nucleation for a local version of the
two-dimensional lattice gas with Kawasaki dynamics at low temperature and low
density. Letb.0 be the inverse temperature and letL̄,Lb,Z
2 be two finite
boxes. Particles perform independent random walks onLb\L̄ and insideL̄ feel
exclusion as well as a binding energyU.0 with particles at neighboring sites, i.e.,
insideL̄ the dynamics follows a Metropolis algorithm with an attractive lattice gas
Hamiltonian. The initial configuration is chosen such thatL̄ is empty, while a total
of ruLbu particles is distributed randomly overLb\L̄ with no exclusion. That is to
say, initially the system is in equilibrium with particle densityr conditioned onL̄
being empty. For largeb, the system in equilibrium hasL̄ fully occupied because
of the binding energy. We consider the case wherer5e2Db for some D
P(U,2U) and investigate how the transition from empty to full takes place under
the dynamics. In particular, we identify the size and shape of thecritical droplet
and the time of its creation in the limit asb→` for fixed L and
limb→`(1/b) loguLbu5`. In addition, we obtain some information on the typical
trajectory of the system prior to the creation of the critical droplet. The choiceD
P(U,2U) corresponds to the situation where the critical droplet has side length
l cP(1,̀ ), i.e., the system is metastable. The side length ofL̄ must be much larger
than l c and independent ofb, but is otherwise arbitrary. Because particles are
conservedunder Kawasaki dynamics, the analysis of metastability and nucleation is
more difficult than for Ising spins under Glauber dynamics. The key point is to
show that at low density the gas inLb\L̄ can be treated as a reservoir that creates
particles with rater at sites on the interior boundary ofL̄ and annihilates particles
with rate 1 at sites on the exterior boundary ofL̄. Once this approximation has
been achieved, the problem reduces to understanding thelocal metastable behavior
insideL̄ in the presence of a nonconservative boundary. The dynamics insideL̄ is
still conservative and this difficulty has to be handled vialocal geometric argu-
ments. Here it turns out that the Kawasaki dynamics has its own peculiarities. For
instance, rectangular droplets tend to become square through a movement of par-
ticlesalong the borderof the droplet. This is different from the behavior under the
Glauber dynamics, where subcritical rectangular droplets are attracted by the maxi-
mal square contained in the interior, while supercritical rectangular droplets tend to
grow uniformly in all directions~at least for not too long a time! without being
attracted by a square. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In this paper we study metastability forconservative~C! dynamics. In particular, we study the
transition to the liquid phase of a supersaturated vapor described by a local version of the two-
dimensional lattice gas with Kawasaki dynamics at low temperature and low density.
Metastability is a relevant phenomenon for thermodynamic systems close to a first-order
phase transition. Suppose the system is in a pure equilibrium phase, corresponding to a point in the
phase diagram close to a first-order phase transition curve. Suppose we change the thermodynamic
parameters to values associated with a different equilibrium phase, corresponding to a point on the
opposite side of the curve. Then, in certain experimental situations, instead of undergoing a phase
transition the system can remain in the old equilibrium, far from the new equilibrium, for a long
time. This unstable old equilibrium, calledmetastable state, persists until an external perturbation
or a spontaneous fluctuation leads the system to the stable new equilibrium.
Examples of metastable states are supersaturated vapor and solutions, supercooled liquids, and
ferromagnets with a magnetization opposite to the magnetic field.
In Sec. 1.1 we recall some of the main features of metastability by describing some well-
known results obtained for anonconservative~NC! dynamics, namely Ising spins with Glauber
dynamics. In Sec. 1.2 we introduce a conservative model, namely the lattice gas with Kawasaki
dynamics, and discuss the main differences between C and NC. In Sec. 1.3 we propose a simpli-
fied model, where the interaction and the exclusion only act in afi ite box, and formulate our main
theorem establishing metastable behavior for this model. In Sec. 1.4 we give an outline of the key
ideas needed to prove this theorem, which are further developed in the remainder of the paper. In
Sec. 1.5 we collect some additional notation that is used throughout the paper.
1.1. The non-conservative case
1.1.1. Grand-canonical ensemble.Let L,Z2 be a large finite box centered at the origin.
With each sitexPL we associate a spin variables(x), assuming the values11 or 21. With each







2 (xPL s~x!, ~1.1!
whereL* is the set of bonds between nearest-neighbor sites inL, J.0 is the pair interaction,
h.0 is the magnetic field, and we assume periodic boundary conditions onL. The grand-
canonical Gibbs measureassociated with the HamiltonianH, describing the equilibrium properties









and b.0 is the inverse temperature. The qualification ‘‘grand-canonical’’ is used here because
h plays the role of a chemical potential and the total magnetization(xPLs(x) is not constant
underm.
It is well known that for everyJ, h, b.0 in the thermodynamic limitL→Z2 a unique Gibbs
state with a positive magnetization exists~see e.g., Ruelle1 and Sinai2!. We will be interested in
the regime where
L is large but finite, hP~0,2J!, b→`. ~1.4!
Let
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% 5the configuration withs~x!511 for all xPL,
*5the configuration withs~x!521 for all xPL. ~1.5!
In the regime~1.4! the Gibbs measure will be concentrated around%, which is the unique ground
state ofH. Clearly, * is only a local minimum ofH, and it is therefore naturally related to
metastability.
For l PN, let
E~ l !5H~s l 3 l !2H~* !, ~1.6!
where s l 3 l is the configuration in which the~11!-spins form anl 3 l square, centered at the
origin, in a sea of~21!-spins. Thene2bE( l ) is the ratio of the probabilities to sees l 3 l , respec-
tively, * under the equilibriumm. It follows from ~1.1! that E( l )54Jl2hl2, which is maximal
for l 52J/h. This means that, even though an arbitrarily small nonvanishing magnetic field de-
termines the phase, its effect is relevant only on sufficiently large space scales, namelyl> l c with
l c5 d2Jh e. ~1.7!
Only on such scales the volume energy dominates the surface energy and a larger square of
~11!-spins is energetically favorable over a smaller square~see Fig. 1!. The choicehP(0,2J)
corresponds tol cP(1,̀ ), i.e., to a nontrivial critical droplet size.
This describes the metastable behavior from astatic point of view.
1.1.2. Glauber dynamics.In order to describe the metastable behavior from adynamicpoint
of view, we introduce a discrete-time stochastic dynamics by means of a Markov chain onX with
transition probabilitiesP(s,s8) satisfying thereversibility condition
m~s!P~s,s8!5m~s8!P~s8,s! ;s,s8PX, ~1.8!
wherem is the Gibbs measure in~1.2!, and theergodicitycondition
;s,s8PX 'tPN such that Pt~s,s8!.0, ~1.9!
wherePt is thet-step transition kernel. From the ergodic theorem for reversible Markov chains it
follows thatPt(s,s8) converges tom(s8) as t→` for all s, s8PX.
FIG. 1. The energy of anl 3 l droplet ~NC!.
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An explicit construction of a Markov chain satisfying the above conditions can be given, for
instance, by the Glauber–Metropolis algorithm, which is defined as follows. ForsPX and x
PL, let
sx~y!5 Hs~y! if xÞy2s~y! if x5y ~1.10!
and choose as transition probabilities
sÞs8: P~s,s8!5H 0 if s8Þsx ;xPL1
uLu
e2b@H~s





This dynamics randomly selects a site fromL and flips the spin at this site with a probability equal
to the Boltzmann weight associated with the positive part of the energy difference caused by the
flip. We emphasize that the dynamics given by~1.11! is NC, in the sense that the total magneti-
zation isnot a conserved quantity.
1.1.3. Metastability. Suppose we consider the typical paths of the Markov chain defined by
~1.11!, starting from*, in the regime~1.4!. We can use a computer simulation and perform a large
number of independent runs~ ee e.g., Tomita and Miyashita3!. What we see is that in the sea of
~21!-spins small droplets of~11!-spins appear, which however shrink and disappear before they
are able to become large. Only after a very long time, and under the effect of a large fluctuation,
a large enough droplet appears that grows without hesitation.
In order to understand this behavior, let us compare the probabilities of shrinking, respectively
growing for a connected cluster of~11!-spins in a sea of~21!-spins. First of all, each cluster of
~11!-spins becomes rectangular after a finite time~independent ofb! with a probability of order
one following a sequence of transitions withH(sx)2H(s),0. Indeed, the rectangle is the only
shape such that:~i! all ~11!-spins have<2 nearest-neighbor~21!-spins;~ii ! all ~21!-spins have
,2 nearest-neighbor~11!-spins. Hence for the rectangle there are no spins that can be flipped
with H(sx)2H(s),0.
Starting from a rectangular cluster of~11!-spins, toremovea row or column of length l costs
( l 21)h:
@H(sx)2H(s)#15@h#15h for each of the sites except the last one.
@H(sx)2H(s)#15@h22J#150 for the last site.
On the other hand, toadd a row or column of length l costs 2J h:
@H(sx)2H(s)#15@2J2h#152J2h for the first site.
@H(sx)2H(s)#15@2h#150 for each of the sites except the first one.
This means that if the minimal side length l of the rectangular cluster is such thath( l 21).2J
2h, i.e., l> l c with l c given by~1.7!, then it tends to grow, while ifl , l c then it tends to shrink.
The above heuristic argument has been developed in a rigorous way by Neves and
Schonmann4,5 ~see also Schonmann6–8!. Let (s t) tPN0 be the Markov process onX with transition
probabilities as in~1.11!. Write Ps , Es for its probability law and expectation on path space given
s05s. Let
ts5min$tPN0 :s t5s% ~1.12!
be the first hitting time of the configurations. The main result for metastability reads:
Theorem 1.13: (Neves and Schonmann4,5) Fix hP(0,2J), with 2J/h not integer, put lc
5 d2J/he, and suppose thatL is sufficiently large.
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~a! Let R be the set of configurations where the~11!-spins form a rectangle in a sea of
~21!-spins. For sPR, let l1(s)3 l 2(s) be the rectangle of~11!-spins in s, and let l(s)
5min$l1(s),l2(s)%. Then, for anysPR,




l ~s!> l c : lim
b→`
Ps~t % ,t*!51.
~b! Let R* be the set of configurations where the~11!-spins form an lc3( l c21) or ( l c
21)3 l c rectangle with a protuberance attached anywhere to one of the sides of length lc . Let
u*,% 5max$t,t% :st5*% and t*,R* ,% 5min$t.u*,% :stPR* %. Then
lim
b→`
P*~t*,R* ,% ,t % !51. ~1.15!
~c! Let G5G(J,h)54Jlc2h( l c






R* is the set of critical droplets, i.e., the set of saddle points between* a d%, andG(J,h) is the
formation energy of a critical droplet under the Hamiltonian in~1.1!. Theorem 1.13 not only
identifies the size and shape of critical droplets~see Fig. 2!, it also shows thatR* is the ‘‘gate’’
of the transition from* to % and it identifies the transition time up to logarithmic equivalence in
b.
1.1.4 Nucleation.The problem of identifying the typical path of nucleation, i.e., the path
betweenu*,% and t % , corresponds to the problem of the typical first exit of (s t) tPN0 from a
suitable region in the state spaceX. This problem is discussed in detail in Freidlin and Wentzell,9
Chap. 6, Schonmann,7 Olivieri, and Scoppola,10,11 Catoni and Cerf12 under rather general hypoth-
eses on the Markov chain. We recall here the main result for the case of the Glauber Ising model.
A sequence of configurationss1 ,...,sn(nPN) is calledstandardwhen
~1! the ~11!-spins ofs i form a rectangular dropletRi5 l 1,i3 l 2,i ;
~2! Ri 11\Ri is a single row or a single column;
~3! if min$l1,i ,l 2,i%, l c , thenu l 1,i2 l 2,i u<1;
~4! R15232 andRn5 % .
FIG. 2. The critical droplet~NC!.
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The configurations in such a sequence arestable, since they are local minima ofH, i.e., H(s i)
,mins8;siH(s8), wheres8;s if and only if P(s,s8).0. With eachs i it is possible to associate
a permanenceset Qi ~a suitable ‘‘environment’’ ofs i : a generalized basin of attraction ofs i
w.r.t. the dynamics atb5`) and apermanence time Ti5Es itQi
c ~the mean exit time ofQi starting
from s i). In this way we obtain astandard sequence of permanence sets~see Olivieri and
Scoppola13 for more precise definitions!.
For each standard sequence of permanence sets and eache.0 we can introduce a tube of
trajectoriesTe,b(Q1 ,...,Qn), defined as the set of paths of configurations visiting the ordered
sequenceQ1 ,...,Qn and spending in each setQi a time that falls in the interval@Tie2eb,Tie1eb#.
In terms of these quantities the main result for the path of nucleation reads:
Theorem 1.17: (Schonmann,7 Olivieri and Scoppola13) For everyk,e.0 there exists ab0
5b0(k,e) such that for allb.b0:
P*„~s t! tP@u*,% ,t % #PTe,b~Q1 ,...,Qn! for some standard
sequence of permanence setsQ1 ,...,Qn….12e2kb. ~1.18!
Theorem 1.17 shows that the transition from* to % takes place in a narrow tube around rectan-
gular droplets that are squares or quasi-squares when the droplet is subcritical.
The main idea behind Theorem 1.17~which is actually valid in a much more general context!
is the following. The Markov chain (s t) tPN0 is in the Freidlin–Wentzell regime, i.e., its state
space is finite and its transition probabilities satisfy the following estimates:
e2@V~s,s8!1gb#b<P~s,s8!<e2@V~s,s8!2gb#b ;s;s8, ~1.19!
whereV(•,•) is a non-negative function, and limb→` gb50. Indeed, this property trivially fol-
lows from ~1.11!, becauseL is fixed andV(s,s8)5@H(s8)2H(s)#1 . With the help of~1.19! it
is standard to obtain estimates onEs itQi
c andPs i(stQic
5s8) ~see Freidlin and Wentzell,9 Chap. 6!.
The main steps in the proof of Theorem 1.17 are the following:
~1! One must solve a certain sequence of variational problems defined in terms of the energy
function H. These variational problems areminimax problemsnecessary to find the minimal






where f:s→s8 denotes a path froms to s8. The output of this first step is a standard
sequence of configurations.
~2! One must associate with each stable configuration a permanence set and a permanence time.
This can be done by using a so-calledcycle decomposition: indeed, the permanence sets are
generalized cycles. Cycles can be defined in the Freidlin–Wetzell regime~see Freidlin and
Wentzell,9 Chap. 6, Olivieri and Scoppola,13 Trouvé14!. In the case of the Glauber Ising model
cycles turn out to be connected sets of configurations with energy below a given value.
1.2. The conservative case
1.2.1. Canonical ensemble.In the present paper we want to study the metastable behavior of
conservative systems. To that end we consider a lattice gas model defined as follows. LetLb,Z
2
be a large finite box centered at the origin, with periodic boundary conditions. With eachx
PLb we associate an occupation variableh(x), assuming the values 0 or 1. A lattice gas con-
figuration is denoted byhPX5$0,1%Lb. We consider the interaction defined by the following
Hamiltonian:




whereLb* denotes the set of bonds inLb , i.e., there is a binding energyU.0 between neigh-










whereD.0 is an activity parameter. This corresponds to a total number of particles inLb equal
to
N5ruLbu. ~1.24!
On the set of configurations withN particles
NN5$hPX: NLb~h!5N%, ~1.25!









We see from~1.23! and~1.24! that in order to have particles at all we must pickuLbu at least
exponentially large inb. This means that the regime whereLb is fixed, considered in the NC-case,
has no relevance here. We will in fact be interested in the regime





which takes over the role that~1.4! played in the NC-case.
1.2.2. Kawasaki dynamics.We define a stochastic dynamics in terms of a continuous-time
Markov chain (h t) t>0 with state spaceNN , given by the following generator:
~Lf !~h!5 (
~x,y!PLb*
c~~x,y!,h!@ f ~h~x,y!!2 f ~h!#, ~1.29!
where
h~x,y!~z!5H h~z! if zÞx,yh~x! if z5y
h~y! if z5x
~1.30!




It is easily verified that the reversibility condition holds:
nN~h!c~~x,y!,h!5nN~h
~x,y!!c~~x,y!,h~x,y!!. ~1.32!
The Markov chain (h t) t>0 can be represented as follows. With each bondb5(x,y)PLb* we
associate a random clock ringing at exponential times. When the clock atb rings, we consider the
configuration with the particles swapped alongb. This configuration is accepted with a Metropolis
rate given by the Boltzmann factor in~1.31!. More formally, for each bondb put tb,050 and let
tb,i ,i PN, be the sequence of random times whose increments are i.i.d. exponentially distributed
with mean 1. SinceuLbu,`, we have
P~'b,b8,i ,i 8: tb,i5tb8,i 8!50. ~1.33!
Now, if t5tb,i for someb and i, then we define
h t5H h t2 with probability 12e2b@H~h t2b !2H~h t2!#1
h t2




while between ringing times the configuration stays fixed.
1.2.3. Metastability. In order to see that for the regime in~1.28! one can expect metastable











It turns out that ifl52D, then for the description of metastability the canonical Gibbs measure
is equivalent to the grand-canonical Gibbs measure in the limit of largeb, provided they are
suitably restricted in the following way.








denote the density of the liquid, respectively, gas phase. Herem* (b) is the spontaneous magne-
tization in the spin language@see~1.44!#. Since
rg~b!5e
22Ub@11o~1!# ~b→`!, ~1.39!
we see thate22Ub can be identified as the density of the saturated gas at the condensation point~in
the sense of logarithmic equivalence inb!. Suppose that we slightly increase the density, avoiding
however the appearance of droplets of the liquid phase. Then we get a supersaturated gas that can
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be described in terms of arestricted ensemble~see Lebowitz and Penrose15 and Capocaccia,
Cassandro, and Olivieri16!, namely, the grand-canonical Gibbs measure restricted to a suitable
subset of configurations, for instance, where all sufficiently large clusters are suppressed. At low
temperature this supersaturated gas will stay rarified, so that its metastable state can be described
as a pure gas phase with strong mixing properties.
In these conditions, let us make a rough calculation of the probability to see anl 3 l droplet of
occupied sites centered at the origin. Under the restricted ensemble, which we denote bym* , we
have
m* ~ l 3 l droplet!'r l
2
e2l ~ l 21!Ub, ~1.40!
sincer is the probability to find a particle at a given site andU is the binding energy between
particles at neighboring sites. Substitutingr5e2Db we obtain
m* ~ l 3 l droplet!'e2bE~ l !, ~1.41!
where
E~ l !52Ul 2~2U2D!l 2. ~1.42!
The maximum ofE( l ) is at l 5U/(2U2D). This means that droplets with side lengthl , l c have
a probability decreasing in l and droplets with side lengthl> l c a probability increasing in l, where
l c5 d U2U2D e ~1.43!
~see Fig. 3!. The choiceDP(U,2U) corresponds tol cP(1,̀ ), i.e., to a non-trivial critical droplet
size.
Another way of understanding our choice ofD is the following. In the grand-canonical Gibbs
measure the configuration can be represented in terms of spin variables. Indeed, after we make the



















FIG. 3. The energy of anl 3 l droplet ~C!.
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So if l52D, then we have a spin Hamiltonian like~1.1! with pair interactionJ5U/2 and
magnetic fieldh52U2D. By the discussion developed in Sec. 1.1.3, we therefore expect meta-
stable behavior with a critical droplet size given by~1.43! @compare with~1.7!#. The metastable
behavior for the NC-case in the spin language occurs whenhP(0,2J). This corresponds precisely
to DP(U,2U).
In physical terms,DP(0,U) corresponds to the unstable gas,D5U to the spinodal point,
DP(U,2U) to the metastable gas,D52U to the condensation point, andDP(2U,`) to the stable
gas.
The above describes the metastable behavior from astatic point of view. A comparison of
Glauber vs Kawasaki dynamics in the spin language is indicated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4 the boldface
dashed lines represent the ‘‘metastable branches.’’ In the description with the restricted ensemble
there is a specific value ofh that corresponds to a canonical metastable state with magnetizationm.
The horizontal dashed line~labeled withK! represents a Kawasaki transition towards a stable
equilibrium with the same global magnetization but with a ‘‘segregation’’ of the two stable pure
phases in the equilibrium grand-canonical ensemble ath50: the saturated gas and the condensed
gas~or liquid! at the condensation point.
1.2.4. Local description.Let us now consider the metastable behavior from adynamicpoint
of view and see what happens locally. As discussed in the NC-case, we want to compare the
probabilities of growing, respectively, shrinking for a rectangular cluster of particles. Again the
argument will be very rough. Suppose we pick a large finite boxL̄, centered at the origin, and
start with anl 3 l droplet insideL̄. Suppose that the effect onL̄ of the gas inLb\L̄ may be
described in terms of thecreation of new particles with rater5e2Db at sites on the interior
boundary ofL and theannihilationof particles with rate 1 at sites on the exterior boundary ofL̄.
In other words, suppose that insideL̄ the Kawasaki dynamics may be described by a Metropolis
algorithm with energy given by thelocal grand-canonical Hamiltonian:
H̄~h!5H~h!1DNL̄~h!. ~1.45!
Then the energy barriers for adding, respectively, removing a row or column of length l are given
in terms of the local saddles ofH̄ ~see Fig. 5!:
energy barrier for adding 52D2U,
energy barrier for removing 5~2U2D!~ l 22!12U,
~1.46!
and the balance of the two barriers indeed gives the critical sizel c in ~1.43!.
Let us briefly discuss the main difficulties arising in the attempt to develop the above idea
rigorously and underline the main differences with the NC-case. As we already remarked, in the
C-case the Markov chain (h t) t>0 is not in the Freidlin–Wentzell regime, so we need new ideas.
FIG. 4. Relaxation to equilibrium for Glauber~G! and Kawasaki~K! dynamics.
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The real difficulty is to find the correct way to treat the gas inLb\L̄. The heuristic discussion
given above was based on the assumption that the dynamics insideL̄ is ffectively described by
the local grand-canonical HamiltonianH̄ in ~1.45!. However, unlike the NC-dynamics, the
C-dynamics is not really local:Particles must arrive from or return to the gas, which acts as a
reservoir.It is therefore not possible to decouple the dynamics of the particles insideL̄ from the
dynamics of the gas inLb\L̄. This means that the gas must be controlled in some detail in order
to prove that the above assumption is indeed a good enough approximation.
A second consequence of the non-local behavior of the C-dynamics is that the argument used
in the NC-case, based on the stability of configurations and on the corresponding partition into
cycles of the state space~see Sec. 1.1.4!, is completely lost in the C-case. In other words, we
cannot define the stability of a configuration insideL̄, since it depends on the configuration in
Lb\L̄. A different aspect of the same problem is the following:What is the mechanism by which
the gas remains in or close to equilibrium, so that its description in terms of H¯ is correct, even
over long time intervals during which exchange of many particles occurs?
1.3. A simplified model
Unfortunately, we are unable to handle the model described in Sec. 1.2. Instead, in the present
paper we solve the problem of metastability for a simplified model. Namely, weremove the
interaction outside the boxL̄05L̄\]
2L̄, with ]2L̄ the interior boundary ofL̄, i.e., we replace




Moreover, we alsoremove the exclusion outsideL̄, i.e., the dynamics of the gas outsideL̄ is that
of independent random walks~IRWs!. These two simplifications will allow us to control the gas
and to overcome the difficulties outlined in Sec. 1.2.4.
Our state space is
FIG. 5. Local saddles ofH̄.
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NN5$hPX: NLb~h!5N%, ~1.48!
where X5$0,1%L̄3N0




whereH is the Hamiltonian in~1.47!. Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that we
are in the regime~1.28!.




For h̄PX̄5$0,1%L̄, let nh̄ denote the canonical Gibbs measure conditioned on the configuration





where I h̄5$hPX: huL̄5h̄%, with huL̄ the restriction ofh to L̄, and n is the canonical Gibbs
measure defined in~1.24!–~1.27!. For h̄PX̄5$0,1%L̄, write Pnh̄,Enh̄ to denote the probability law
and expectation for the Markov process (h t) t>0 on X following the Kawasaki dynamics with
Hamiltonian ~1.47! given that h0 is chosen according tonh̄ . Write h̄ to denote the empty
configuration inL̄, i.e., h5I h̄ . For A,X, let
tA5min$t>0:h tPA% ~1.52!
be the first hitting time of the setA.
Theorem 1.53:Fix DP( 32 U,2U), with U/(2U2D) not integer, put lc5@U/(2U2D)#, and
suppose thatlimb→` (1/b)loguLb u5`.
~a! Let R̄,X̄ be the set of configurations insideL̄ where the particles form a square or
quasi-square contained inL̄0 . For h̄PR̄, let l1(h̄)3 l 2(h̄) with u l 1(h̄)2 l 2(h̄)u<1 be the square
or quasi-square of particles inh̄, and let l(h̄)5min$l1(h̄),l2(h̄)%. Then, for anyh̄PR̄,




l ~ h̄ !> l c : lim
b→`
Pnh̄~tj,th!51.
~b! Let C̄* be the set of configurations defined in~4.21! (see Fig. 6 for an example). Let




~c! Let G5G(U,D)52U(2l c
224l c12)1D( l c
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Theorem 1.53 is the analogue of Theorem 1.13. There are, however, a number of important
differences.
The mechanisms for the evolution of clusters under the Kawasaki dynamics and the Glauber
dynamics are different. In particular, under the Kawasaki dynamics there is a movement of par-
ticlesalong the borderof a rectangular droplet, leading to a~more stable! square droplet on a time
scale much shorter than the one needed to grow or shrink~of ordereDb). Moreover, the subcriti-
cality vs supercriticality of a rectangle~i.e., its tendency to reach beforej or vice versa! is
related to its area. In contrast, under the Glauber dynamics the subcriticality vs supercriticality is
related to its minimal side length: a subcritical rectangle is attracted by the maximal square
contained in its interior, while a supercritical rectangle does not manifest any tendency towards a
square shape.
Let us comment on Theorem 1.53:
Theorem 1.53~a!: We only identify the subcriticality vs supercriticality of squares and quasi-
squares. We believe that it is possible to show that, starting from anl 13 l 2 rectangle that is not
square or quasi-square, the system forms a square or quasi-square with volume. l 1l 2 in a time of
ordereDb and from there proceeds as described in~1.54!.
Theorem 1.53~b!: C̄* is the set of critical droplets, i.e., the set of saddle points betweenh a d
j, that form the ‘‘gate’’ of the transition fromh to j. Let R̄* ,X̄ be the set of configurations
insideL̄ where the particles form anl c3( l c21) or (l c21)3 l c quasi-square with a protuberance
attached anywhere to one of the sides of lengthl c and with a free particle anywhere else, all
contained inL̄0 ~see Fig. 6!. We will see in Sec. 4.2 thatC̄* consists of all configurations that are
‘‘U-equivalent’’ to some configuration inR̄* , i.e., have the same energy and can be connected via
a path with a ‘‘maximal saddle U.’’ In particular,C̄* .R̄* , but the full set is more complex~see
Fig. 9 in Sec. 5.2!. This complexity comes from the fact that under the Kawasaki dynamics
particles can move along the border of a rectangular droplet at a cost U.
Theorem 1.53~c!: G(U,D) is the energy of a critical droplet under the local grand-canonical
Hamiltonian in~1.49!.
The critical configuration in Fig. 6 has the same shape as in the NC-case~see Fig. 2!, but with
an extra free particle. This particle signals that the ‘‘gate’’ of the transition fromh to j has been
passed and that the droplet starts to grow without hesitation.
It is certainly feasible to also prove the analogue of Theorem 1.17 for the simplified model.
However, in the present paper we will not address this issue for reasons of space.
FIG. 6. A critical configuration~C!.
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Remarks:
~1! Our proof of Theorem 1.53 shows that the convergence in~1.54!–~1.56! is exponentially
fast in b.
~2! As explained above, the removal of the interaction outsideL̄0 and the exclusion outsideL̄
allows us to mathematically control the gas. From a physical point of view this approximation
seems very reasonable, becauseb→` corresponds to a low density limit (r5e2Db) in which the
gas essentially behaves like an ideal gas.
~3! In the simplified model we are focusing on thelocal aspects of metastability and nucle-
ation: the removal of the interaction outsideL̄0 forces the critical droplet to appear insideL̄0 . In
the original model with interaction and exclusion throughoutLb , if lim inf b→`(1/b)loguLbu is
large enough, then the decay from the metastable to the stable state is driven by the formation of
many droplets far away from the origin, which subsequently grow, coalesce and reachL̄0 . T is is
a much harder problem, which we hope to tackle in the future~se Deghampour and Schonmann17
for a description of this behavior for Ising spins under Glauber dynamics!. Al o, in the original
model the question of the growth of largesupercriticaldroplets comes up, which is absent for the
simplified model becauseL̄0 is finite. For Kawasaki dynamics this poses new problems compared
to Glauber dynamics, because large droplets deplete the gas.
1.4. Outline of the paper
Our strategy to prove Theorem 1.53 will be the following. In Sec. 2 we show that, under the
measurenh̄(h̄PX̄ ), particle densities in suitable regions aroundL̄ are not too far from their
expected value. With the help of large deviation estimates we show that these density properties
are preserved under the dynamics over very long time intervals with a very large probability. In
Sec. 3 we use this fact to control the gas, essentially via a series ofmixing propositions.Once the
gas behavior is under control, we start to tackle the metastability problem insideL̄. This is done
in Secs. 6–7 viarecurrenceand reduction.Namely, in Sec. 6 we show that certain subsets of
configurations of increasing ‘‘regularity’’
X1.X2.X3 ~1.57!





This fact leads us in Sec. 7 to define areduced Markov chainwith state spaceX3 , whose
transition probabilities we can estimate in a way that allows us to control the metastable behavior.
In essence, we show that this reduced chain is ‘‘equivalent’’ in its metastable behavior to alocal
Markov chainwith state spaceX̄5$0,1%L̄ that is reversible w.r.t. the local grand-canonical Hamil-
tonianH̄ defined in~1.49!. This approximation is what drives the argument. In Sec. 5 we study the
local Markov chain using general ideas from renormalization. The dynamics insideL̄ is still
conservative, and this difficulty has to be handled vialocal geometric arguments, as explained in
Sec. 4. Here we also show that the Kawasaki dynamics has its own peculiarities, which need to be
understood in order to describe the evolution of droplets. The proof of our main result in Theorem
1.53 comes in Sec. 8. Here the fact that the full Markov chain isreversible w.r.t. the canonical
Gibbs measureplays an important role. In the Appendix we prove the equivalence of the canonical
and the grand-canonical ensemble for the simplified model in the regime~1.28!. This equivalence
is used in some of the calculations.
1.5. Additional notation
Before we start the proof of Theorem 1.53, we collect some additional notation beyond
~1.47!–~1.52!.
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We usecapital letters for subsets ofZ2, calligraphic capital letters for subsets of the configu-
ration spaceX, and boldfacecapital letters for events involving the Markov process and the
clocks. This style is used consistently in order to keep different types of quantities apart. We use
the symbolst,T for time, n for the canonical Gibbs measure with particle densityr5e2Db @recall
~1.24!–~1.27!#, andk for a generic positive constant.
For A,Z2, the set of~nearest-neighbor! bonds inA is
A* 5$b5~x,y!: x,yPA%. ~1.59!
For A,X, the base ofA is
BASE~A!5min$A,Z2: hPA⇒~zPA ;z such thatzuA5huA!%, ~1.60!
i.e., the minimal set of sites on which the configuration determines the eventA. For A,Z2, the
interior resp. exterior boundary ofA are
]2A5$xPA: 'b5~x,y!: y¹A%,
~1.61!
]1A5$x¹A: 'b5~x,y!: yPA% .
For l PN, the box with side length l centered at the origin is denoted byL l . The side length
of L̄0 , the local box appearing in the HamiltonianH in ~1.47!, is l 0 . We assume thatl 0@ l c , the
critical droplet size defined in~1.43!.
All quantities that live onL̄ are written with a bar on top, in order to distinguish them from






log f ~b!52`. ~1.62!
We frequently round off large integers, in order to avoid a plethora of brackets liked• e.
2. LD-ESTIMATES FOR CLOCKS AND EQUILIBRIUM
In this section we formulate several large deviation estimates that will be needed later on.
2.1. LD-estimates for clocks
Let tb,i ,i PN, denote the ringing times of the clock at bondb. For t.0, let r b(t)5max$i
PN : tb,i<t% denote the number of rings prior to timet. For m,nPN, put r b(n,n1m)5r b(n
1m)2r b(n). For A,Z
2, T>0 andd.0, define
RT





Proposition 2.2 below shows that clocks ring regularly over long time intervals. This proposition
will be needed to switch from continuous to discrete time.
















2 m# !, ~2.4!
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whereb0 is any given bond. We have
r b0~0,m!,
1




2 m ⇒ tb0 ,d 32 me,m.
Since tb0 ,m5X11¯1Xm , with (Xi) i PN i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1, a
standard LD-estimate gives that the summand of the last term in~2.4! is <e2km for somek
.0. Hence the claim follows. QED
2.2. LD-estimates for equilibrium
2.2.1. Hitting times.Proposition 2.6 below gives us an estimate on the hitting time, under the
dynamics starting in equilibrium, of sets that have a small probability under the equilibrium
measure.
Proposition 2.6. LetA,X and tA5 inf$s>0:hsPA%. Then, for any t>0,
Pn~tA,t !5 (
hPX
n~h!Ph~tA,t !<3tuBASE~A!* un~A!. ~2.7!
The same holds whenn is replaced bynB5n1B /n(B) for any B,X.
Proof: Fix A. For s>0, let
Fs5$hsPA,hu¹A;0<u,s%. ~2.8!
Fix e.0 and define
Rs5$some clock in BASE~A!* rings during @s,s1e!%. ~2.9!
Then we have
Pn~tA,t !5Pn~'sP@0,t !: Fs!5Pn~'sP@0,t !: FsùRs!1Pn~'sP@0,t !: FsùRs
c!. ~2.10!
The first term equalsPn(tA,t)@12e2euBASE(A)* u#, because clocks have no memory. The second
term is bounded above by




where we use thatPn(h i ePA) does not depend oni becausen is the equilibrium measure.
Combining the latter two observations with~2.10! we get
Pn~tA,t !<tn~A!F1e eeuBASE~A!* uG . ~2.12!
Optimize overe, i.e., picke51/uBASE(A)* u, to arrive at the claim. QED
2.2.2. Recurrence times.Proposition 2.13 gives us control over the successive times at which
the dynamics hits a certain set. This proposition will be needed later on to establish recurrence
properties to certain special sets.
Proposition 2.13: Let T<T8<T9 and let A,B,X. Suppose that there exists an event
ET,X @0,T) such that
~ i ! ET,$'tP@0,T!: h tPA%,
~2.14!
~ i i ! min
h0PB
Ph0~ET!>p.0.
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Then
Pn~'tP@0,T9!: hs¹A ;sP@ t,t1T8!!<T9@3uBASE~Bc!* un~Bc!1~12p!T8/T#. ~2.15!
Proof: Pick any tP@0,T9). Split the time interval@ t,t1T8) into pieces of lengthT. By
~2.14! ~i!–~ii !, on the event$tBc>T9%, if at the beginning of a piece the process is not inA, then
it has a probability at most 12p not to enterA during this piece. Hence the probability not to
enterA during the time interval@ t,t1T8) is at most (12p)T8/T by the Markov property. Conse-
quently,
Pn~'tP@0,T9!: hs¹A ;sP@ t,t1T8!!<Pn~tBc,T9!1T9~12p!T8/T. ~2.16!
Now use Proposition 2.6 to get the claim.QED
2.2.3. Particle density in annuli aroundL̄. Propositions 2.17, 2.20, and 2.23 below give us
control over the number of particles in annuli aroundL̄ with a side length that is close to the mean
particle distance on an exponential scale. In the proofs we compute the estimates using the
grand-canonical Gibbs measurem on Z2 with particle densityr, rather than the canonical Gibbs
measuren on Lb with total particle number uLbu. However, by the equivalence of ensembles
proved in the Appendix, the difference is SES under our assumption that limb→`(1/b)loguLbu
5` ~see the remark at the end of the Appendix!.
Proposition 2.17: Letg.0 and l15e
(1/2)(D1g)b. Then, for allg8P(0,g),
n~$hPX: NL l 1\L̄0~h!<e
g8b%!5SES. ~2.18!





21!r# uL l 1\L̄u5eM~11o~1!!exp@2~12e21!egb#,
~2.19!
where we use thatm outsideL̄ places particles according to a Poisson random field with density
r, and we note thatuL l 1u5e
gb/r. QED
Proposition 2.20: Letg.0 and l25e
(1/2)(D2g)b. Then
n~$hPX: NL l 2\L̄0~h!> logb%!5SES. ~2.21!





gb21!r# uL l 2\L̄u5e2gbM~11o~1!!,
~2.22!
where we note thatuL l 2u5e
2gb/r. QED
Proposition 2.23: Letg.0 and l25e
(1/2)(D2g)b. Then, for all nPN,




Proof: Abbreviate M5 logb. For nPN, let An5$hPX: N2n11L l 2\2nL l 2(h)>(2
n11
22n)2M %. The same estimate as in~2.22! gives
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m~An!<e2g~2
n1122n!2b log b~11o~1!! ~nPN! ~2.25!
with the error term uniform inn. QED
Define
X 015$hPX: NL l 1\L̄~h!.e
g8b%,
X 025$hPX: NL l 2\L̄~h!, logb%, ~2.26!
X 03,n5$hPX: N2n11L l 2\2nL l 2~h!,~2
n1122n!2 logb%,
and put
X 05X 01ùX 02ù Hù
nPN
X 03,nJ . ~2.27!
Proposition 2.28: LetAT5$h tPX 0 ;tP@0,T)%. Then
Pn~AT









and use Proposition 2.6 in combination with Propositions 2.17, 2.20, and 2.23. Here note that
uBASE((X 01)c)* u, uBASE((X 02)c)* u and 222nuBASE((X 03,n)c)* u grow only exponentially fast
with b. QED
Proposition 2.28 will be crucial later on. Namely, it says that over the exponentially long
intervals we are considering for the metastable behavior we may as well assume that the process
(h t) t>0 never leavesX0 . The setX0 consists of those configurations where the gas outsideL̄ is
‘‘close to equilibrium.’’
3. LD-ESTIMATES FOR INDEPENDENT RANDOM WALKS
In this section we formulate several large deviation estimates that involve hitting times for
particles performing independent random walks. We do the estimates pretending that the random
walks live onZ2 instead ofLb . However, this only causes an error that is SES because of our
assumption that limb→`(1/b)loguLbu5`.
3.1. LD-estimates for a single random walk
3.1.1. Hitting times. Let
~j t! t>0 ~3.1!
be a simple random walk onZ2 with jump rate 1. LetPx denote its law on path space givenj0
5x. Let tL̄5min$t>0:jtPL̄%. Proposition 3.2 below gives us control overtL̄ when the random
walk starts fromxP]1L̄.
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Proof: We begin by proving the analogous estimate for discrete time.
~1! Let (jn)nPN0 be a simple random walk onZ























PyS tL̄. nlognD , ~3.6!














Combining the two bounds in~3.6! and ~3.8! with ~3.5!, we obtain, forn large enough,
max
yP]2L̄
PyS tL̄. nlognD> k2logn . ~3.9!
~2! Since any two sites in]2L̄ can be connected by a path outsideL̄ of length at most
2(l 012), it follows that, uniformly inn,
min
yP]2L̄
PyS tL̄. nlognD>k3 max
yP]2L̄
PyS tL̄. nlogn2k4D . ~3.10!
Together with~3.9! this gives
min
xP]2L̄
PxS tL̄. nlognD> k5logn , ~3.11!
which implies~3.3! for discrete time after replacingn by n logn.
~3! The extension to continuous time is trivial, via a standard LD-estimate on the clock of the
random walk. QED
The bound in Proposition 3.2 decays very slowly witht because SRW onZ2 is only margin-
ally recurrent. This slow decay will be useful later on in estimates of probabilities of various
events where we want to keep particles away fromL̄.
3.1.2. Trapping times:Let A be a rectangular subset ofZ2. Let
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~ ĵ t
A! t>0 ~3.12!
be a simple random walk onZ2\A with jump rate 1 with the property that when it hits]1A it gets
‘‘trapped,’’ in the sense that a step from]1A to ]11A, the exterior boundary ofAø]1A, occurs
at ratee2Ub. Proposition 3.13 below gives us control over the time this random walk spends in the
trap ]1A starting fromxP]11A.
Proposition 3.13: There existk5k(A).0 andb0.0 such that, for alld.0, all b.b0 and











Proof: Again, we first prove the analogous estimate for discrete time. The proof uses the
following asymptotic result for simple random walk (jn)nPN0 on Z
2. Let t05min$n.0:jn50%.





~see Spitzer18 Sec. 7!.











A)nPN0 be the discrete-time version of~3.12!. Let n05e




Here we throw away all the first hits of]1A at or prior to timen2n0 and require the random walk
to stay trapped for a time at leastn0 . The latter costs not more than (12e
2Ub)n051























~3! The extension to continuous time is again trivial, via a standard LD-estimate on the clock
of the random walk. QED
Proposition 3.13 will be used to control the time that particles arriving from the gas stay
attached to a droplet insideL̄.
3.2. Mixing propositions for independent random walks
In the following propositions,X0 is the set of configurations defined in~2.26!–~2.27!.
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For h0PX0 , let C1g(h0) denote the event that no particle inh0ù(Lb\L̄) entersL̄ within
time T5e@D2(g/2)#b and all of them are outsideL l 2 at timeT. We recall thatl 25e
(1/2)(D2g)b.













where we use thatNL l 2\L̄
(h0)< logb for all h0PX0 , and that the probability between square
brackets is minimal inxPL l 2\L̄ whenxP]
1L̄. We have
Px~tL̄.T,jT¹L l 2!>Px~tL̄.T!2Px~jTPL l 2!. ~3.22!


















Insert ~3.23!–~3.24! into ~3.22! to get the claim. QED
For h0PX0 , let C2g,d(h0) denote the event that no particle inh0ù(Z2\L l 2) entersL̄ within
time T5e(D2d)b.











But, by Brownian approximation, we have
Px~tL̄<T!<exp@2kuxu2/T#!1 ~3.27!
uniformly in xPZ2\L l 2. Hence, forb sufficiently large,
Ph0~C2
g,d~h0!!>expH 2 12 (xPZ2\L l 2 h0~x!exp@2kuxu2/T#J . ~3.28!










Hence the claim follows via~2.26!. QED
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For h0PX0 , t1>e(D22g)b andx1P]2L̄, let
C3
g~h0 ;t1 ;x1! ~3.30!
denote the event that some particle fromh0ù(Z
2\L̄) entersL̄ during the time interval@ t1 ,t1
11) at site x1 without having enteredL̄ during the time interval@ t12T1 ,t1) with T1
5e(D22g)b.








2L̄, with C arbitrarily large.
Proof: Let us look at the particle configuration at timet12T1 . By Proposition 2.28 we know
that with a probability 12SES this configuration falls inX0 . Hence, using the Markov property at









g~h0 ;t1 ;x1!uh t12T15h!.
~3.33!



















Substitution into~3.33! gives the claim. QED
Propositions 3.20, 3.25, and 3.31 will be needed to control the dynamics of the gas outsideL̄.
4. LOCAL MARKOV CHAIN: DEFINITIONS AND SADDLE POINTS
In this section we introduce the local Markov chain that approximates our dynamics insideL̄,
and we study its geometric properties. In Sec. 5 we will study the recurrence properties of this
Markov chain, which will be needed in Secs. 6–7 to study the metastable behavior of the full
Markov chain.
4.1. Definition of the local Markov chain




]* L̄ in5$b5~x,y!: x¹L̄,yPL̄%,
and]* L̄5]* L̄outø]* L̄ in. Two configurationsh̄,h̄8PX̄5$0,1%L̄ with h̄Þh̄8 are calledcommu-
nicating statesif there exists a bondbPL̄* ø]* L̄ such thath̄85Tbh̄, whereTbh̄ is the con-
figuration obtained fromh̄ as follows:
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•bPL̄* : Tbh̄ denotes the configuration obtained fromh̄ by interchanging particles alongb;
•bP]* L̄out ~i.e., b is exiting from L̄):
Tbh̄~z!5H h̄~z! ;zÞx,0 z5x; ~4.2!
•bP]* L̄ in ~i.e., b is enteringL̄):
Tbh̄~z!5H h̄~z! ;zÞy,1 z5y. ~4.3!
Definition 4.4: The local Markov chain(h̄ t) t>0 is the Markov chain onX̄5$0,1%L̄ with
generator
~Lf !~ h̄ !5 (
bPL̄* ø]* L̄
c~b,h̄ !@ f ~Tbh̄ !2 f ~ h̄ !#, ~4.5!
where H̄ is defined in~1.49! and
c~b,h̄ !5e2b@H̄~Tbh̄ !2H̄~ h̄ !#1. ~4.6!
Note that
bP]* L̄ in: c~b,h̄ !5e2Db,
~4.7!
bP]* L̄out: c~b,h̄ !51.
These rates do not depend onh̄ because there is no interaction between particles inL̄\L̄0 and
particles inL̄0 .
In a standard way the above dynamics can be realized with the help of Poisson clocks. To
study the transitions of the local Markov chain, we consider the discrete-time version that is
obtained from the continuous-time version by looking at the process when some clock in
L̄* ø]* L̄ rings. We denote byP̄(h̄,h̄8) the corresponding transition probabilities, i.e.,
P̄~ h̄,h̄8!5Ph̄~ h̄ t̄15h̄8! ~4.8!
with t̄1 the first ringing time of a clock inL̄* ø]* L̄. It is easy to verify that the stochastic
dynamics defined by~4.5!–~4.6! and ~4.8! is reversible w.r.t.H̄. In particular, the transition
probabilitiesP(h̄,h̄8) can be written in the form
P̄~ h̄,h̄8!5q~ h̄,h̄8!e2b@H̄~ h̄8!2H̄~ h̄ !#1, ~4.9!
whereq(h̄,h̄8) is an irreducible symmetric Markov kernel living on the set of communicating
states.
4.2. Geometric definitions
Let us recall some definitions from Olivieri and Scoppola.10
~1! A path f is a sequencef5f1 ,...,fn(nPN,f iPX̄ ) with P̄(f i ,f i 11).0 for i 51,...,n
21. We writef: h̄→h̄8 to denote a path fromh̄ to h̄8. A setA,X̄ with uAu.1 is connectedif
and only if ;h̄,h̄8PA 'f: h̄→h̄8 such thatf,A . Given A,X̄, we define itsboundary
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]A5$z̄¹A: P̄~ z̄,h̄ !.0%. ~4.10!
~2! The set ofminimaof the HamiltonianH̄ in A is
F~A!5$h̄PA: H̄~ h̄ !5min
z̄PA
H̄~ z̄ !%. ~4.11!





H̄~ z̄ !. ~4.12!
The set of configurations realizing theminimal saddlesbetweenh̄,h̄8PX̄ is
S~ h̄,h̄8!5$z̄PX̄: 'f:h̄→h̄8, f{ z̄: max
j̄Pf
H̄~ j̄ !5H̄~ z̄,h̄8!%. ~4.13!





S~A,B!5$S~ h̄,h̄8!: h̄PA, h̄8PB, H̄~ h̄,h̄8!5H̄~A,B!%. ~4.15!
~3! Next we introduce a geometric description of the configurations in terms of contours.
Given a configurationh̄PX̄, consider the setC(h̄),R2 defined as the union of the 131 closed
squares centered at the occupied sites ofh̄ in L̄0 . The maximal connected components
C1 ,...,Cm(mPN) of C(h̄) are calledclustersof h̄. The centers of the unit squares of a clusterC
form a*-cluster~i.e., are within distance&!. The boundary of a clusterC is a polygon connecting
sites on the dual lattice (Z2)* 5Z21( 12,
1
2). At each site an even number of bonds of this polygon
meet: 0, 2 or 4. When this number is 4, we use some convention to ‘‘round off’’ the corners~e.g.,
by connecting the northeast and the southwest sides in a unit square!: in this way we obtain a
further decomposition of the boundary of a cluster into a setḡ1 ,...,ḡk of closed self-avoiding
contours~see e.g., Gallavotti19!.
~4! Let h̄ be such thath̄uL̄0 gives rise to a single contourḡ5ḡ(h̄). Define
n~ h̄ !5NL̄\L̄0~ h̄ !. ~4.16!
In this case






with ^ḡ& the area enclosed byḡ and uḡu the perimeter ofḡ. Indeed, it is easy to check that
2^ḡ&2 12 uḡu is the number of nearest-neighbor bonds enclosed byḡ. ~Note that, since there is no
interaction insideL̄\L̄0 nor betweenL̄0 andL̄\L̄0 , for the computation ofE(ḡ), the ‘‘energy’’
of ḡ, everything is as if we had empty boundary conditions outsideL̄0 .)
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~5! We denote byR(ḡ) the rectangle circumscribing the contourḡ, and byl 1(ḡ),l 2(ḡ) the
lengths of its sides. We use the conventionl 1(ḡ)< l 2(ḡ) and collect the rectangles in equivalence
classes modulo translations and rotations. We denote byRl 1,l 2 the set of configurations whose
single contour is anl 13 l 2 rectangle. We callmonotonea contour ḡ such that its perimeter
coincides with that of the circumscribed rectangle:uḡu52(l 1(ḡ)1 l 2(ḡ)). ~See Fig. 7.!
~6! Given integersl 1 ,l 2>2 with 0< l 22 l 1<1, we define:
•Dl 1,l 2 the set of configurations where the occupied sites form anl 13 l 2 square or quasi-square
contained inL̄0 plus one free particle, i.e., a particle inL̄ not touching the rectangle.
•D̂l 1,l 2
2 the set of configurations obtained from a configuration inDl 1 ,l 2 by attaching the free
particle to one of the sides.
•Dl 1,l 2
2 the set of configurations given by
Dl 1 ,l 2
2 5$h̄8PX̄: 'h̄PD̂l 1 ,l 2
2 : H̄~ h̄,h̄8!<H̄~ h̄ !1U,H̄~ h̄ !5H̄~ h̄8!%. ~4.19!
In other words,Dl 1 ,l 2
2 is the set of configurationsh̄8 that can be connected to someh̄PD̂l 1 ,l 2
2 by
pathsf5f1,... ,fn(nPN) such that
f15h̄8, fn5h̄, max
1< i ,n
H̄~f i !<H̄~ h̄ !1U, H̄~ h̄ !5H̄~ h̄8!. ~4.20!
It is not hard to see thatDl 1 ,l 2
2 contains only configurations giving rise to a single monotone
contourḡ contained inL̄0 such that
^ḡ&5 l 1l 211;
R(ḡ) has side lengthsl 1(ḡ)< l 111 andl 2(ḡ)< l 211;
^ḡ& contains a square or quasi-square with side lengthsl 122,l 222,
i.e., all configurations that can be obtained fromD̂l 1 ,l 2
2 by moving particles along the border of the
droplet ~see Fig. 9 in Sec. 5.2!.
•Dl 1 ,l 2
0 the set of configurations obtained from a configuration inDl 2 ,l 2
2 by adding a free
particle.
•Dl 1 ,l 2
1 the set of configurations obtained from a configuration inDl 1 ,l 2
0 by attaching the free
particle to an external corner of the contour inDl 1 ,l 2
2 , i.e., an empty site with two occupied
neighbors. In particular,Dl 1 ,l 2
1 contains the set of configurations where the occupied sites form an
l 13 l 2 square or quasi-square contained inL̄0 plus a 132 protuberance attached to one of the
sides. Note that the latter set can be obtained fromD̂l 1 ,l 2
2 by attaching a 131 square to the 1
31 protuberance, in an external corner.
~7! A particularly important set of configurations, which play the role of ‘‘critical configura-
tions,’’ is given by
FIG. 7. A monotone contour.
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C̄* 5Dl c21,l c
0 ~4.21!
with
l c5 d U2U2D e. ~4.22!
Recall that in the simple static analysis developed in Sec. 1.2.3 this value came out as the critical
droplet size. We denote byG5G(U,D) the energy of the critical configuration
G5H̄~ C̄* !52U~2l c224l c12!1D~ l c22 l c12!. ~4.23!
We recall thath̄ denotes the configuration whereL̄ is empty andj̄ the set of configurations
whereL̄0 is full.
4.3. Identification of saddle points
The following proposition is the key result of this section. It identifies the saddle points for the
transitions between rectangular droplets for the local Markov chain@compare with~1.46! and Fig.
5 in Sec. 1.2#.
Proposition 4.24: (i) For2< l , l c :
S~Rl ,l ,ø ~ l 1 ,l 2!Þ~ l ,l !Rl 1 ,l 2!5S~Rl ,l ,Rl 21,l !5Dl 21,l
0 ,
H̄~Dl 21,l0 !2H̄~Rl ,l !5~2U2D!~ l 22!12U,
~4.25!
S~Rl ,l 11 ,ø ~ l 1 ,l 2!Þ~ l ,l 11!Rl 1 ,l 2!5S~Rl ,l 11 ,Rl ,l !5Dl ,l
0 ,
H̄~Dl ,l0 !2H̄~Rl ,l 11!5~2U2D!~ l 22!12U.
(ii) For l > l c :
S~Rl ,l ,ø ~ l 1 ,l 2!Þ~ l ,l !Rl 1 ,l 2!5S~Rl ,l ,Rl ,l 11!5Dl ,l
0 ,
H̄~Dl ,l0 !2H̄~Rl ,l !52D2U,
~4.26!
S~Rl ,l 11 ,ø ~ l 1 ,l 2!Þ~ l ,l 11!Rl 1 ,l 2!5S~Rl ,l 11 ,Rl 11,l 11!5Dl ,l 11
0 ,
H̄~Dl ,l 110 !2H̄~Rl ,l 11!52D2U.
(iii)





Nn5H h̄PX̄ : NL̄~ h̄ !5 (
xPL̄
h̄~x!5nJ . ~4.28!
We consider the foliation ofX̄ into manifolds of a constant number of particles:
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X̄5øn50uL̄u Nn . ~4.29!
We will consider the setsNl 2,Nl ( l 11) for l>2 and investigate some of their geometric properties.
Our proof will be based on the following lemma identifying certain sets of minima, minimal
saddles and communication heights. After this lemma has been proved we give the proof of the
proposition.
Lemma 4.30: (i) For l>2:
F~N~ l 21!l !5Rl 21,l , F~Nl 2!5Rl ,l . ~4.31!
(ii) For l >2:
S~Rl 21,l ,Nl 2!5S~N~ l 21!l ,Nl 2!5Dl 21,l0 ,
H̄~Rl 21,l ,Nl 2!5H̄~Dl 21,l0 !5H̄~Dl 21,l2 !1D,
~4.32!
S~Rl ,l ,Nl ~ l 11!!5S~Nl 2,Nl ~ l 11!!5Dl ,l0 ,
H̄~Rl ,l ,Nl ~ l 11!!5H̄~Dl ,l0 !5H̄~Dl ,l2 !1D.
Proof: The proof uses isoperimetric inequalities.
~i! Fix l>2 and considern5( l 21)l or n5 l 2. Given anh̄PNn , the energy decreases if we
translate the clusters ofh̄ to join them into a single cluster contained inL̄0 . It further decreases
if we rearrange the 131 squares to get a single contourḡ ~i.e., if we fill the internal ‘‘holes’’ with
external 131 squares!. Since under these operations the total number of particles remains fixed,
to minimize the energy inNn we just have to find the contour~s! ḡ with minimal perimeteruḡu
among the ones witĥḡ&5n. It is clear that, starting from a contourḡ8, by rearranging the 1
31 squares inside we can construct a monotone contourḡ with R(ḡ)#R(ḡ8) without increasing
the energy. The energy associated with a monotone contourḡ with ^ḡ&5n is
E~ ḡ !5~22U1D!n1U~ l 1~ ḡ !1 l 2~ ḡ !!. ~4.33!
To minimize E(ḡ) in Nn , we have to find the rectangle with minimal perimeter among those
whose area is>n. From this the claim easily follows.
~ii ! Fix l>2.
~1! We first prove the claim when starting fromRl 21,l . We define a set of pathsf: Rl 21,l
→Nl 2 as follows.
Let
fup5fup~ l 21,l !: Rl 21,l→Dl 21,l1 ~4.34!
be defined by
fup5f1 ,...,f2 ,...,f3 ,...,f4 ,...,f5 ~4.35!
with
f1PRl 21,l , f2PDl 21,l , f3PDl 21,l2 , f4PDl 21,l0 , f5PDl 21,l1 , ~4.36!
where f usesf1 ,f2 ,f3 ,f4 ,f5 as a ‘‘skeleton’’ and the successive configurations inf are
obtained in the obvious way by successively adding or moving a suitable particle~see 6 in Sec.
4.2!. The maximal saddle infup is reached inDl 21,l0 and is of heightH̄(Dl 21,l0 )5H̄(Dl 21,l2 )
1D.
Next, it is easy to see that there is a path
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fdown5fdown~ l 21,l !: Dl 21,l1 →Nl 2 ~4.37!
such that maxiH̄(fi
down,f i 11
down),H(Dl 21,l2 )1D. Indeed, to obtain this path it suffices to succes-
sively introduce intoL̄ one new particle and fill up all the corners of the contours inDl 21,l1 until
the arrival inRl ,l,Nl 2. Each time we add a particle, we have first an increase of energy by an
amountD, but as soon as we put this particle into a corner of the cluster inL̄0 we have a decrease
of energy by an amount 2U.D.
Thus, for eachl>2, the path (fup( l 21,l ),fdown( l 21,l )) is a candidate to realize the mini-
max betweenN( l 21)l andNl 2.
~2! When starting fromRl ,l we proceed exactly in the same way to construct a path
(fup( l ,l ),fdown( l ,l )).
~3! From the proof of~i! it is immediate to see that
F~N~ l 21!l \Rl 21,l !5 min
h̄PN~ l 21!l \Rl 21,l
H̄~ h̄ !5H̄~Rl 21,l !1U. ~4.38!
From this it follows that for any path passing throughN( l 21)l \Rl 21,l , once it meetsN( l 21)l 11 it
gets an energy>H̄(Rl 21,l)1U1D, which is strictly larger than
max
i 51,...,5
H̄~f i !5H̄~Dl 21,l0 !5H̄~Rl 21,l !12D2U. ~4.39!
This, in turn, implies that any path realizing the minimax betweenN( l 21)l andN( l 21)l 11 has to
pass throughRl 21,l . Moreover, any path realizing the minimax betweenRl 21,l andNl 2 has to
enterN( l 21)l 11 throughDl 21,l , which corresponds to the saddle betweenRl 21,l andN( l 21)l 11 .
~Similarly, any path realizing the minimax betweenNl 2 andNl ( l 11) has to pass throughR( l ,l and
Dl ,l .)
~4! At this point it is clear that paths realizing the minimax betweenRl 21,l andNl 2 also have
to pass throughD̂l 21,l2 . Indeed, any move~with a change in energy! starting fromDl 21,l and
different from attaching the free particle to the rectangle would involve an energy increment of at
leastU, i.e., large enough to pass over the saddle in the path (fup( l 21,l ),fdown( l 21,l )) because
U.D2U. Similarly, paths realizing the minimax betweenNl 2 andNl ( l 11) have to pass through
D̂l ,l2 .
~5! Let n5( l 21)l 11, and consider a monotone contourḡ with ^ḡ&5n. The area of its
circumscribed rectangle has to be at least (l 21)(l 11), with a minimal perimeter of 4l . Simi-
larly, for n5 l 211 the area of a circumscribed rectangle has to be at leastl ( l 11), with a minimal
perimeter of 4l 12. From this it easily follows thatF(N( l 21)l 11) coincides with the set of con-
figurations containing a single monotone contour inscribed in anl 3 l or an (l 21)3( l 11) rect-
angle and containing (l 21)l 11 particles. Similarly,F(Nl 211) coincides with the set of configu-
rations containing a single monotone contour inscribed in anl 3( l 11) rectangle and containing
l 211 particles. In particular,
F~Nl ~ l 21!11!.Dl 21,l2 , F~Nl 211!.Dl ,l2 . ~4.40!
From this the claim follows. QED
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 4.24. Parts~i! and ~ii ! follow from Lemma
4.30. To prove part~ii !, note that since every pathf: h̄→j̄ has to cross all the manifolds
Nl 2,Nl ( l 11) , the global saddleS(h̄→j̄) cannot be lower in energy than the saddles
S(N( l 21)l ,Nl 2), S(Nl 2,N( l 11)l), l>2. By direct inspection we see that the saddle with
maximal energy isS(N( l c21)l c,Nl c2)5Dl c21,l c
0 . On the other hand, using a comparison with
the path (fup( l c21,l c),f
down( l c21,l c)) we see that H̄(S(h̄→j̄)) cannot exceed
H̄(S(N( l c21)l c,Nl c2)). From this it follows thatS(h̄→j̄)5Dl c21,l c
0 . QED
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Remarks:
~1! We emphasize that, contrary to what happens under the nonconservative Glauber dynam-
ics where the global saddle is ‘‘S(*,% )5D̂l c21,l c
2 , ’ ’ under the Kawasaki dynamics with creation
and annihilation at]* L̄ the global saddle is more complex and does not correspond to a single
geometric shape~modulo translations and rotations!. Indeed, after reachingD̂l c21,l c
2 , we can,
before we add a next particle whose cost isD, perform all possible sequences of moves described
by paths satisfying~4.20! and remain below the height of the global saddle, which is
H̄(Rl c21,l c)12D2U ~see Fig. 9 in Sec. 5.2 for an example of possible moves!. This global saddle
is reached when we add the next particle to the configuration containing a cluster inDl c21,l c
2 @with
energyH̄(Rl c21,l c)1D2U], giving us a configuration inC̄* 5Dl c21,l c
0 . This is the set that appears
in Theorem 1.53 and that plays the role of the set of critical configurations.
~2! A typical h̄PDl 1 ,l 2
2 can in fact be quite asymmetric, i.e., quite different from square or
quasi-square. However, there is always a path fromh̄ to a suitable square or quasi-square along
which the energy does not exceedH̄(h̄). Thus, under the Kawasaki dynamics the squares or
quasi-squares act as attractors on a time scaleeDb, which is much shorter than the time needed to
grow or shrink.
~3! The specification that we included in the geometric characterization ofDl 1 ,l 2
2 , Dl 1 ,l 2
0 , and
Dl 1 ,l 2
1 is related to the fact that the above-mentioned moves can only be performed on the external
boundary of the rectangles circumscribing the clusters inD̂l 1 ,l 2
2 .
5. LOCAL MARKOV CHAIN: RECURRENCE
In this section we analyze the local Markov chain (h̄ t) t>0 on L̄ that was defined in Sec. 4.1.
Since this Markov chain is finite, it falls in the Freidlin–Wentzel regime@r call ~1.19!# and the
analysis of metastability can in principle be carried out by using the general method in Olivieri and
Scoppola.10 The result obtained in Proposition 4.24 in Sec. 4.3, i.e., the solution of a certain
sequence of minimax problems, is the ‘‘model dependent’’ part of this method.
It is more convenient to use the renormalization procedure developed in Scoppola,20 i.e., an
analysis on suitably separated time scales, since it can be extended to the full Markov chain
(h t) t>0 . This procedure is based on the following idea:
~1! Group the configurations inX̄ into a sequence of subsets of configurations of increasing
regularity:ÉX̄ .X̄1.X̄2.X̄3.••• .
~2! Prove a recurrence property of the Markov chain to these sets on an increasing sequence of
time scales:T1!T2!T3!••• .
~3! Construct a sequence of Markov chains by observing the original Markov chain when it enters
these sets, and estimate the corresponding transition probabilities.
Actually, we will not follow the renormalization procedure in full detail. Rather, we will make
a construction that is adapted to our specific situation. In our case we need three sets:
X̄1.X̄2.X̄3 . In Sec. 5.1 we define these sets, in Sec. 5.2 we give a geometric description of their




Db. Section 5.4 contains some results on so-called cycles.
The results obtained in this section will be extended to the full Markov chain (h t) t>0 in Secs.
6–7, and will be used in Sec. 8 to prove our main result in Theorem 1.53.
5.1. Definition of the recurrence sets
We begin by defining a notion of reduction of a configuration that will be needed to control
the dynamics.
Definition 5.1: A configurationh̄PX̄ is 0-REDUCIBLE if there exists a sequence of bonds
b1 ,...,bkPL̄* ø]* L̄ (kPN) such that:
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~a! H̄(h̄ i 11)<H̄(h̄ i) for all 0< i ,k,
~b! H̄(h̄k),H̄(h̄),
whereh̄ i5TbiTbi 21¯Tb1h̄, i>0.
Remarks:
~1! We can always extract a subsequence of bonds with lengthk<t05uL̄* ø]* L̄u2, again
satisfying~a! and ~b!, such thath̄ iÞh̄ j for all iÞ j . This is becauset0 is an upper bound for the
maximal number of moves insideL̄ needed to change anyh̄PX̄ into any h̄8PX̄.
~2! By definition, if h̄ is 0-reducible, then there exists a finite pathf: h̄→h̄8 with h̄8 being
a configuration that is not 0-reducible such thatH̄(f i 11)<H̄(f i) for all i. In fact, to construct
such a path it suffices to glue together the paths given by the definition of 0-reducible configura-
tions until we arrive at a configuration that is not 0-reducible. The number of 0-reductions nec-
essary to arrive at a configuration that is not 0-reducible is finite, because with each 0-reduction
the energyH̄ decreases by at leastU while H̄ is bounded from below.
Definition 5.2: The configurationsh̄,h̄8 are 0-EQUIVALENT if there exists a sequence of
bonds b1 ,...,bkPL̄* ø]* L̄ (kPN) such that H̄(h̄ i 11)5H̄(h̄ i) for all 0< i ,k and h̄k5h̄8.
Definition 5.3: A set of configurationsC,X̄ is a CYCLE if it is connected and satisfies
H̄~F~]C!!.max
h̄PC
H̄~ h̄ !, ~5.4!
whereF(]C) is the set of minima of H¯ in the boundary] C of C @recall ~4.10!–~4.11!#.
Next we generalize the idea of reduction as follows.
Definition 5.5: A V-PATH is a finite connected sequencef1 ,...,fk (kPN) of configurations
or sets (!) of configurations such that:
~a! If f i5C for some1, i ,k is a set of configurations, then C is a cycle with H̄(F(]C))
2H̄(F(C))<V, whereF~C! is the set of minima of H¯ in C, and f i 11 , f i 21 are single
configurations such thatf i 11PF(]C) and f i 21PC.
~b! If f i , f i 11 for some 1< i ,k are single configurations, then q(f i ,f i 11).0 and
H̄(f i 11)<H̄(f i) @recall ~4.9!#.
The reader should think of aV-path as a ‘‘downhill cascade’’ in which a sequence of ‘‘lakes’’ of
depth at mostV can be present.
Definition 5.6: A configurationh̄8 is V-REACHABLE from h̄ if there exists a V-path from
h̄ to h̄8. Two configurationsh̄ and h̄8 are V-EQUIVALENT if h̄ is V-reachable fromh̄8 and
vice versa.
Definition 5.7: A configurationh̄ is V-REDUCIBLE if there exists a configurationh̄8 that is
V-reachable fromh̄ such that H(h̄8),H̄(h̄).
With these notions we define the following sets:
X̄15$h̄PX̄: h̄ is not 0-reducible%,
X̄25$h̄PX̄: h̄ is not U-reducible%, ~5.8!
X̄35$h̄PX̄: h̄ is not D-reducible%.
We note that if V,V8, then a configuration that isV-reducible is alsoV8-reducible, so
X̄3,X̄2,X̄1 . We also define the following sets:
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E1~ h̄ !5$h̄8PX̄1 : h̄8 is 0-equivalent toh̄% ~ h̄PX̄1!,
E2~ h̄ !5$h̄PX̄2 : h̄8 is U-equivalent to h̄% ~ h̄PX̄2!, ~5.9!
E3~ h̄ !5$h̄PX̄3 : h̄8 is D-equivalent to h̄% ~ h̄PX̄3!.
5.2. Geometric description of the recurrence sets
Next we introduce some geometric objects that will be needed to characterize theX̄i ’s.
Definition 5.10:
~a! For xPL̄0 , let nn(x)5$yPL̄0 :ux2yu51% be the set of nearest-neighbor sites of x inL̄0 .
~b! A FREE PARTICLEis a site xPh̄ùL̄0 such that(yPnn(x)h̄(y)50.
~c! A PROTUBERANCEis a site xPh̄ùL̄0 such that(yPnn(x)h̄(y)51.
~d! For h̄PX̄, the EXTERNAL BOUNDARY ]h̄ is the set of occupied sites inh̄ that can be
connected to the ringL̄\L̄0 via a path along unoccupied sites inh̄.
~e! For h̄PX̄, an EXTERNAL CORNER is a site xP” h̄ such that there exist y, 8
P]h̄ùnn(x), yÞy8 ~see Fig. 8!.
~f! R( l h ,l v ,dn ,de ,ds ,dw) denotes theRECTANGLE in L̄0 of horizontal side length lh and
vertical side length lv , such that its north side is a distance dn from the north side ofL̄, and
so on.
~g! Rl 1 ,l 2 denotes a rectangle of side lengths l1 ,l 2 anywhere in the boxL̄, including all trans-
lations and rotations (with the convention l1< l 2). A rectangle Rl 1 ,l 2 is called aSQUAREor
a QUASI-SQUAREif l 1>2 and 0< l 22 l 1<1.
~h! L denotes the set ofLACUNARY SQUARES or LACUNARY QUASI-SQUARES i.e.,
configurations with an external boundary given by a square or quasi-square and with holes
such that the configuration is not U-reducible.
The following proposition is our main structural identification of the setsX̄1 , X̄2 , X̄3 .
Proposition 5.11:
~i! Configurations inX̄1 have no free particles nor free holes. Ifh̄ is connected with a
monotone contour, thenh̄PX̄1 .
~ii ! Configurations inX̄2 have no protuberances. Ifh̄ is connected with a monotone contour
obtained from a square or a quasi-square by removing m sites with0<m< l 122, then
h̄PX̄2 .
FIG. 8. Two examples of external corners.
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~iii ! Configurations inX̄3 can be characterized as follows:h̄PX̄3 ; if h̄PX̄3\$h̄%, then either
h̄ is a square or quasi-square, orh̄ is a lacunary square or quasi-square with side length
. l 0/3. Moreover, ifmax$dn ,ds%.lv and max$de,dw%.lh , then h̄5R( l h ,l v ,dn ,de ,ds ,dw).
Remarks:
~1! The characterization ofX̄1 , X̄2 in Proposition 5.11~i!–~ii ! is not complete. Only those prop-
erties are given that are needed to derive the complete characterization ofX̄3 in Proposition
5.11 ~iii !.
~2! The configurations inL need a separate treatment~see the end of Sec. 7.7!
~3! It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.11~iii ! given below that ifE3(h̄) corresponds to a
‘‘small’’ cluster, i.e., a cluster of side length< l 0/3, then anyh̄8PE3(h̄) can be obtained from
h̄ by means of a rigid motion. For this reason we will denote the elements inE3(h̄)ùX̄3
corresponding to ‘‘small’’ clusters byRl 1 ,l 2 ~with l 1>2 and 0< l 22 l 1<1).
To prove Proposition 5.11 we need the following lemma, which will also serve us later on.
For h̄PX̄ andVP$U,D,2U%, define
C̄h̄V5$h̄8PX̄: H̄~ h̄,h̄8!2H̄~ h̄ !,V%. ~5.12!
The structure of this set is characterized as follows.
Lemma 5.13:
(i) If h̄PX̄1 , then C̄h̄U is a cycle, h̄PF( C̄h̄U) and C̄h̄UùX̄15E1(h̄).
(ii) If h̄PX̄2 , then C̄h̄D is a cycle, h̄PF( C̄h̄D) and C̄h̄DùX̄25E2(h̄). Moreover,
C̄h̄D\F( C̄h̄D),X̄ \X̄1 .
(iii) If h̄PX̄3 , then C̄ h̄2U is a cycle, h̄PF( C̄ h̄2U) and C̄ h̄2UùX̄35E3(h̄). Moreover,
C̄ h̄2U\F(C h̄2U),X̄\X̄2 .
Proof: ~i! If h̄PX̄1 , thenh̄PF( C̄h̄U). Indeed, if there existsh̄8P C̄h̄U with H̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄), then
h̄ is 0-reducible, which contradictsh̄PX̄1 . Next, let D̄h̄U be the maximal connected component
containingh̄ of configurationsh̄8 such thatH̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄)1U. By definition, D̄h̄U is a cycle. It
turns out thatC̄h̄U5D̄h̄U . Indeed, if h̄8P C̄h̄U , then H̄(h̄8)<H̄(h̄8,h̄), so h̄8 is in the connected
component because the trajectory realizing the minimax gives the connection. Conversely, ifh̄8
PD̄h̄U , then there exists a pathf: h̄→h̄8 such that maxi H̄(fi)2H̄(h̄),U, while by the minimax
definition we have H̄(h̄,h̄8)<maxi H̄(fi). Hence H̄(h̄,h̄8)2H̄(h̄),U. Finally, if h̄8
P C̄h̄UùX̄1 , then it is straightforward to show thath̄8PF( C̄h̄U), via the same argument that was
used to show thath̄PF( C̄h̄U). This impliesH̄(h̄)5H̄(h̄8) and h̄8PE1(h̄).
~ii !–~iii ! The proof of the first part of~ii ! and~iii ! can be done in the same way. The second
part of ~ii ! follows from the following remark. Ifh̄8PX̄1 , thenH̄(h̄8,h̄9)>H̄(h̄8)1U for all h̄9
with H̄(h̄9),H̄(h̄8). On the other hand, ifh̄8¹F( C̄h̄D), then H̄(h̄8)5H̄(h̄)1U. But then
H̄(h̄8,h̄9)>H̄(h̄8)1U5H̄(h̄)12U, and soh̄8¹ C̄h̄D . A similar argument works for the second
part of ~iii !. QED
Proof of Proposition 5.11.~i! If h̄ has a free particle or a free hole, thenh̄ is obviously
0-reducible, i.e.,h̄¹X̄1 . If h̄ is a connected configuration with a monotone contour, then there
exist other configurations that are 0-equivalent toh̄ nly if h̄ has at least one protuberance. In this
case all the configurations that are 0-equivalent toh̄ can be obtained fromh̄ by moving the
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protuberance along the side of the cluster. ThereforeH̄(Tbh̄)2H̄(h̄)>U for all bPL̄* ø]* L̄
such thatTbh̄¹E1(h̄).
~ii ! We divide the proof into three steps.
~1! If h̄ has a protuberance, then it is obvious that¯ is U-reducible. To prove the second
claim, we first show that ifh̄ is a connected configuration with a monotone contour obtained by
removing 0<m< l 122 particles fromRl 1 ,l 2, then to reach a configurationh̄8 with H̄(h̄8)
,H̄(h̄) we have to pass over a saddle
H̄~ h̄,h̄8!>H̄~ h̄ !1D. ~5.14!
The second claim follows from this inequality. Indeed, we only have to note that if there exists a
U-pathf: h̄→h̄8, thenH̄(h̄,h̄8)<maxi maxzPfi H̄(z)<H̄(h̄)1U, which contradicts~5.14!. Hence
h̄PX̄2 .
~2! Equation~5.14! says that@recall ~5.12!#
h̄PF~ C̄h̄D!. ~5.15!
Let us use the description of the energyH̄ in terms of contours that was introduced in Sec. 4.2. For





where n085n08(ḡ8) is the number of particles inL̄0 ~i.e., the area inside the contour! and n8
5n8(ḡ8) is the number of particles in the ringL̄\L̄0 . Our configurationh̄ hasl 1l 22 l 112<n0
< l 1l 2 , uḡu52(l 11 l 2) andn50.
~3! Denote by CR(n0) the set of all configurationsh̄8 such thatn085n0 and such that the
circumscribed rectangle is contained in the square or quasi-squareRl 1 ,l 2. To prove~5.15! we first
note that
h̄PF~ C̄h̄DùCR~n0!!. ~5.17!
Indeed, suppose that there exists a configurationh̄8P C̄h̄DùCR(n0) with uḡ8u,uḡu. Let Rl
18 ,l 28
8 be
the rectangle circumscribingh̄8. ThenRl
18 ,l 28
8 'Rl 1 ,l 2, and we have
l 18< l 1 , l 28< l 2 , l 181 l 28, l 11 l 2 , l 18l 28>n05 l 1l 22m ~5.18!
with 0<m< l 122. But l 18, l 1 implies l 18l 28<( l 121)l 2,n0 and l 28, l 2 implies l 18l 28< l 1( l 221)
,n0 , which contradicts~5.18!. The final step in the proof is to show that
C̄h̄DùCR~n0!5 C̄h̄D . ~5.19!
But this is an immediate consequence of the fact that in order to exit from CR(n0) the process has
to reach an energy>H̄(h̄)1D.
~iii ! We divide the proof into five steps. Namely, for everyh̄PX̄3 we show that
~1! ]h̄ is the boundary of a union of rectangles;
~2! these rectangles are squares or quasi-squares;
~3! squares or quasi-squares can move;
~4! ]h̄ is the boundary of a single square or quasi-square;
~5! a ‘‘small’’ square or quasi-square is not lacunary.
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~1! Suppose thath̄ has an external cornerx. Thenh̄ is D-reducible, because a particle can be
created at costD at ]2L̄ and can be moved inside the external corner atx, which gives us aD-path
~recall from Lemma 5.13 thatC̄h̄D is a cycle!. The only case in which]h̄ has no external corners
is when]h̄ is the boundary of a union of rectangles at distances.2 ~recall Fig. 8!.
~2! Suppose thath̄5R( l h ,l v ,dn ,de ,ds ,dw) with l h2 l v.1. We want to show thath̄¹X̄3 .
Also now we can find aD-reduction ofh̄ ~recall Definition 5.5: to each of the pictures in Fig. 9
in fact associate the full correspondingU-cycle, which is not drawn!. This type of movement is
studied in more detail in Peixoto.21
~3! By using the same kind of path as in Fig. 9, we can move the square or quasi-square
around. TheD-path achieving an upward movement is shown in Fig. 10.
~4! Since, by~3!, squares and quasi-squares can move around, any configuration with more
than one square or quasi-square can beD-r duced by moving the pieces together.
FIG. 9. Movement of particles along the border: 533115434.
FIG. 10. Upward movement of a 333 square.
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~5! Again by ~3!, for lacunary squares or quasi-squares with max$dn ,ds%.lv and max$de,dw%
.lh there is sufficient room to move them up so as to create an opening for the internal structure.






Db, and lett X̄i be the first hitting time of the local Markov chain
(h̄ t) t>0 to the setX̄i ( i 51,2,3). The following proposition is our main recurrence result, giving
an upper bound ont X̄i.





db!5SES ~ i 51,2,3!. ~5.21!
Proof: We want to apply Proposition 2.13. Our task therefore is to define, for eachi
51,2,3, an eventET
i ,X̄ @0,T) with T5Tie(d/2)b such that
ET






with p not exponentially small inb.
~1! As noted in Remark~2! following Definition 5.1:
For eachh̄PX̄ \X̄1 there exists a finite 0-pathf:h̄→h̄8PX̄1 .
For eachh̄PX̄ \X̄2 there exists a finiteU-pathf:h̄→h̄8PX̄2 .
For eachh̄PX̄ \X̄3 there exists a finiteD-pathf:h̄→h̄8PX̄3 .
If f is a 0-path, i.e.,H̄(f i 11)<H̄(f i) for all i, then for everyd.0 there existb0.0 anda
5a(d).0 such that, for allb.b0,
Ph̄~ h̄s5fs;sP@0,T1# !>a. ~5.23!
~2! We want to have a similar statement forU-paths andD-paths. To that end we make the
following observation, valid for cyclesC.
Proposition 5.24: (i) For everyd.0 there existb0.0 andk.0 such that, for allb.b0 and
h̄PC,
Ph̄~t]C,e@H~F~]C!!2H~F~C!!1d#b)>12e2kb. ~5.25!
(ii) There existd0.0, b0.0 and k.0 such that, for allb.b0 and h̄,h̄8PC,
Ph̄~th̄8,t]C ,th̄8,e
@H~F~]C!!2H~F~C!!2d0#b!>12e2kb. ~5.26!
(iii) For every d.0 there existsb0.0 such that, for allb.b0 and h̄PC,h̄8P]C,
Ph̄~ h̄t]C5h̄8!>e
2@H~ h̄8!2H~F~]C!!1d#b. ~5.27!
Proof: See Olivieri and Scoppola10 Proposition 3.7. QED
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It follows from Proposition 5.24~i! and ~iii ! that for everyd.0 and everyU-path f there
exist b0.0 anda5a(d).0 such that, for allb.b0,
Ph̄~ h̄s5f ;sP@0,T2e
db!!>a ~5.28!
and similarly forD-paths withT2 replaced byT3 . So we have indeed generalized~5.23!.
~3! To conclude the proof of Proposition 5.20 we now pickh̄PX̄ \X̄i and take forETi the
event where the process (h̄ t) t>0 follows the 0, U, D-path from h̄ to X̄i within time T
5Tie
(d/2)b. By ~5.23! and~5.28!, we have minh̄PX \XiPh̄(ET









5.4. Additional results on cycles
In this section we collect some results on cycles and their relation to the recurrence setsX̄i .
These results will be needed in Sec. 7.
Lemma 5.30: (i) Ifh̄1 ,h̄2PX̄1 with H̄(h̄1),H̄(h̄2), then H̄(h̄1 ,h̄2)2H̄(h̄2)>U.
(ii) If h̄1 ,h̄2PX̄2 with H̄(h̄1),H̄(h̄2), then H̄(h̄1 ,h̄2)2H̄(h̄2)>D.
Proof: Note that the two smallest positive values forH̄(h̄1 ,h̄2)2H̄(h̄2) areU andD.
~i! If h̄1 ,h̄2PX̄1 with H̄(h̄1),H̄(h̄2), thenh̄1¹ C̄h̄2
U because otherwiseh̄2 were 0-reducible.
But thenH̄(h̄1 ,h̄2)2H̄(h̄2)>U.
~ii ! If h̄1 ,h̄2PX̄2 with H̄(h̄1),H̄(h̄2), then h̄1¹ C̄h̄2
D because otherwiseh̄2 were
U-reducible. But thenH̄(h̄1 ,h̄2)2H̄(h̄2)>D. QED
For the lacunary squares or quasi-squares inX̄3 @recall Remark~2! in Sec. 5.2# we can prove
the following.
Lemma 5.31: Leth̄PL ~i.e., h̄ is a lacunary square or quasi-square!. Then there exists a
h̄8PX̄3\L with H̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄) such that there exists a2U-path fromh̄ to h̄8.
Proof: We define an external corner of the internal structure of an element ofL as a sitex
PL̄0 such thath(x)50,SyPnn(x)h(y)52 and such that there exists a path along occupied sites in
h̄ from x to the external boundary]h̄. The following 2U-path goes fromh̄ to h̄8 and reduces the
energy:
•f05 C̄ h̄2U ;
•f1 ,...,f t1 is the sequence of configurations in which a hole that is an external corner of the
internal structure ofh̄ goes to]h̄;
•f t111 ,...,f t2 is a D-path going toX̄3 ;
•f t2115 C̄ h̄t2
2U ;
•f t212 ,...,f t3 is the sequence of configurations in which a hole that is an external corner of
the internal structure ofh̄ t2 goes to]h̄ t2;
•and so on, until the complete removal of the internal structure. QED
For h̄PX̄3\L, h̄5Rl 1 ,l 2, define
C̄h̄5$h̄8PX̄: H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !2H̄~ h̄ !,r ~ h̄ !1D%, ~5.32!
wherer (h̄) is defined by
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l 1, l c : r ~ h̄ !5~2U2D!~ l 121!,
l 1> l c : r ~ h̄ !5D2U. ~5.33!
The structure of this set is characterized as follows~compare with Lemma 5.13!.
Lemma 5.34: (i)C̄h̄ is the maximal connected component containingh̄ of configurationsh̄8
such that H̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄)1r (h̄)1D.
(ii) If h̄8P C̄h̄ù(X̄3\L), then h̄8PE3(h̄) and H̄(h̄8)5H̄(h̄).
(iii) If h̄8P C̄h̄ùL, then C̄h̄8
2U
, C̄h̄ and H̄(h̄8).H̄(h̄).
(iv) h̄PF( C̄h̄).
Proof: ~i! Let D̄h̄ be the maximal connected component containingh̄ of configurationsh̄8
such thatH̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄)1r (h̄)1D. If h̄8P C̄h̄ , thenh̄8PD̄h̄ . Indeed,H̄(h̄8)<H̄(h̄8,h̄) andh̄8
is in the connected component because the trajectory realizing the minimax gives the connection.
Conversely, if h̄8PD̄h̄ , then there exists a pathf:h̄→h̄8 such that maxi H̄(fi)2H̄(h̄),r(h̄)
1D, while by the minimax definition we haveH̄(h̄,h̄8)<maxi H̄(fi). HenceH̄(h̄,h̄8)2H̄(h̄)
,r (h̄)1D.
~ii ! If h̄,h̄8PX̄3\L, then by the saddle point results in Proposition 4.24~i!–~ii ! we have
H̄(h̄,h̄8)2H̄(h̄)>r (h̄)1D.
~iii ! If h̄8P C̄h̄ùL, thenH̄(h̄8)12U2H̄(h̄),r (h̄)1D by Lemma 5.13. HenceC̄ h̄8
2U
, C̄h̄ and
every 2U-path starting fromh̄8 is contained inC̄h̄ . But then, by Lemma 5.31, there exists a
configurationh̄9PX̄3\L that is an element ofC̄h̄ . By ~ii !, this is possible only ifh̄9PE3(h̄), and
in this caseH̄(h̄8).H̄(h̄9)5H̄(h̄).
~iv! Suppose that there existsh̄8P C̄h̄ such thatH̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄). If h̄8¹X̄3 , then there exists
h̄9PX̄3 with H̄(h̄9),H̄(h̄8) andH̄(h̄8,h̄9)2H̄(h̄8)<D. If h̄9PX̄3\L, then this contradicts~ii !
If h̄9PL, then by ~iii ! we have H̄(h̄9).H̄(h̄), which contradicts the inequalityH̄(h̄9)
,H̄(h̄8),H̄(h̄) coming from the reduction. QED
Remark:Throughout Secs. 4–5,D is a parameter in (U,2U) and l c(D)5 dU/(2U2D) e. If D
andD8 are such thatl c(D)5 l c(D8) and if we consider the two local Markov chains based on the
valuesD, resp.,D8 for the creation rate along]* L̄ in @recall ~4.1!#, then all the results obtained in
Secs. 4–5 for these two Markov chains are equal up to a correction where in all the exponents
containingD an error term of orderuD82Du is added. This observation is needed in Sec. 7, where
we will need to perturbD. It also explains why in Theorem 1.53 we need to assume that
U/(2U2D) is not integer.
6. FULL MARKOV CHAIN: RECURRENCE
In this section we extend the definitions ofX̄1.X̄2.X̄3 , which were used in Sec. 5 as the
recurrence sets for the local Markov chain, toX1.X2.X3 and we prove the recurrence properties
of the full Markov chain (h t) t>0 to these sets.
The setsXi ( i 51,2,3) are defined as follows@recall ~2.27!#:
X15$hPX0: huL̄PX̄1%,
X25$hPX0: huL̄PX̄2%, ~6.1!
X35$hPX0: huL̄PX̄3ùNL l 2\L̄~h!50%.
Proposition 6.2 below shows that, up to a superexponentially small probability, the process
(h t) t>0 returns toXi after time lapses of orderTi .
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Proposition 6.2:~‘‘ Xi-recurrence’’! Let T15e0b, T25eUb, T35eDb. For i 51,2,3 the following
estimate holds: There existd15d1(g).0, satisfyinglimg↓0d(g)50 andb0.0 such that, for all
b.b0,




with C.0 arbitrarily large.
Proof: We want to apply Proposition 2.13. Our task therefore is to define, for eachi
51,2,3, an eventET
i ,X @0,T) with T5Tie(d/2)b such that
ET






with p not exponentially small inb.
i 51,2. The eventET
i is the following:
•During the time interval@0,T# no particle entersL̄.
•The process (h t) t>0 restricted toL̄ follows a 0-path (i 51), respectively, aU-path (i 52)
from h0uL̄ to X̄i within the time interval@0,T#.
SinceT5Tie








i ) can therefore be completed by using~5.23!, ~5.28!, Proposition 2.28, and
Proposition 2.2.
i 53. We cannot proceed in the same way as fori 51,2, since we cannot avoid the arrival of
particles over a time interval of lengthT5T3e
(d/2)b. Actually, the arrival of particles is important
to reachX3 . The eventET3 is the following:




~ii ! After that, the process within timeT3e
2(g/2)b empties the annulusL l 2\L̄, while keeping
the configuration inL̄ fixed and avoiding that particles enterL̄.
To complete the proof we have to show that the probabilities of~i! and~ii ! are not exponentially
small.
Estimate of~i!. For each segment of theD-path not containing cycles of depthD we can prove
~using the same argument as fori 51,2) that the probability for the process to follow this segment
within time T2e
(d/2)b is not exponentially small. We therefore only have to control the probability
that the process follows the segments of theD-path containing cycles of depthD, i.e., we have to




D % for some h̄8PX̄2 ~6.7!
within a time larger thanT3e
(d/3)b and that it exits at a configuration inF(] C̄h̄8
D ). This is done by
the following estimate.
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Lemma 6.8: Ford.0 small enough and0,g,d/3 there exists c.0, depending ong, d but not

















Proof: The proof uses a splitting of events.
~1! From Lemma 5.13~ii ! we know that if h̄¹F( C̄h̄8
D ), then h̄PX̄ \X̄1 and there exists a
downhill path fromh̄ to F( C̄h̄8
D ). We can therefore require that the process (h t) t>0 follows this
path within a timeedb and that during this time no particle entersL̄. As before, this probability
























































Due to the recurrence property inX1 and due to the fact thatC̄h̄8
D
\F( C̄h̄8
D ),X̄ \X̄1 @recall Lemma
5.13 ~ii !#, we have that on the event$ Pdt,AtùBt













On the other hand, since on the event$tPdt,At
























~3! Finally, we use that$h08PX0%,$NL l 1(h08)>1% @recall ~2.26!#. If d/3.g, then the prob-
ability for a particle starting inL l 1 to hit L̄ prior to time T3e
(d/2)b is bounded from below by
somec.0, so that












Estimate of~ii !. We estimate the probability of the following events:
F: during the time interval@0,T3e
2(g/2)b# no particle entersL̄;
G: at timeT3e
2(g/2)b there are no particles inL l 2\L̄;
H: during the time interval@0,T3e
2(g/2)b# the configuration inL̄ does not change.


















because for all configurations inX̄3 a move costs at least 2U @see Proposition 5.11~iii !#. Combin-








This completes the proof of~i!–~ii ! for i 53 and hence of Proposition 6.2.QED
7. FULL MARKOV CHAIN: REDUCTION
In this section we derive all the key estimates for the full Markov chain that are needed to
study its metastable behavior. The computations are long and difficult.
7.1. Definition of the reduced Markov chain
We begin by defining thereduced Markov chainthat is obtained by observing the process
only when it entersX3 after it exits a suitable cycle of depthD. For h̄PX̄3 , let
C̄h̄D5$h̄8PX̄: H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !2H̄~ h̄ !,D%. ~7.1!









t i5min$t.s i 21 :h tPX3%,
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R5ht i, i PN0 , ~7.6!
defines a Markov chain(h i
R) i PN0 on X3 with transition probabilities
PR~h,h8!5Ph~ht15h8!. ~7.7!
For h̄PX̄, as before, letI h̄ be the set of configurationsh8PX such thath8uL̄5h̄. Note that




Our main result in this section is the following proposition, which makes a comparison between
the transition probabilities of the full Markov chain and the local Markov chain. Recall thatg is
the exponent in Propositions 2.17, 2.20, and 2.23.
Proposition 7.9: There existd5d(g), satisfyinglimg↓0d(g)50, and b0.0 such that for all
b.b0 :









2@~2U2D!~ l 121!1d#b. ~7.11!
(iii) If h̄ is a lacunary square or quasi-square, i.e., h̄PL, then there exists a sequence
h̄0 ,h̄1 ,...,h̄n(nPN) such thath̄05h̄, h̄ iPL for i 51,...,n21, h̄nPX̄3\L, and uh̄ i u>uh̄ i 21u for




h iPI h̄ i
ùX3
PR~h i ,I h̄ i 11!>e
2~2U2D1d!b. ~7.12!
(iv) Let
r ~ h̄ !5~2U2D!~ l 121! if h̄5Rl 1 ,l 2 and 0< l 22 l 1<1 with l1, l c ,
r ~ h̄ !5D2U if h̄5Rl 1 ,l 2 and 0< l 22 l 1<1 with l1> l c ,
~7.13!





h̄8PX̄3 : h̄8¹E3~ h̄ !
PR~h,I h̄8!<e
2@r ~ h̄ !2d#b. ~7.14!
Using Proposition 7.9 we will in Sec. 8 conclude the proof of our main result, Theorem 1.53, by
constructing an event of nucleation and by controlling its probability.
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Note thatr (h̄)5minh̄8PX̄3\E3(h̄)H̄(h̄,h̄8)2D for everyh̄PX̄3 . TheD comes from the fact that, by




The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Sec. 7.3 we prove the lower bounds
in Proposition 7.9~i!–~iii !. The proof of the upper bound in Proposition 7.9~iv! is much more
difficult. Indeed, to prove a lower bound it suffices to estimate the probability of a particular
realization of the event we are considering, but to prove an upper bound every possible realization
of the event must be controlled.
In the estimate for the upper bound we have to study in detail the behavior of the gas and its
interaction with the dynamics in the boxL̄. It is clear that there are two classes of gas particles
with different behavior:~1! particles that have been inLb\L̄ for a long time~say of orderT3),
which we call green particles;~2! particles that exit fromL̄ and afterwards return toL̄ in a short
time ~say of order 1!, which we call red particles. We study separately the effect of green and red
particles by introducing an auxiliary Markov chain (h̃ t) t>0 in which the arrival atL̄ of green
particles is simulated with a creation mechanism on]2L̄. In Sec. 7.4 we define the coloring and
the auxiliary Markov chain, as well as a coupling between the auxiliary Markov chain and
(h t) t>0 . The effect of green particles is studied in Sec. 7.6 by comparing the two processes.
The difficult part is developed in Sec. 7.7, where the effect of red particles is studied. In
particular, we have to control the red particles when the process exits a suitable cylindrical setCh̄ ,
with base inL̄ ~see Proposition 7.43!. The idea is the following:
•We analyze the cylindrical set by using the state classificationX̄1 ,X̄2 ,X̄3 ~Lemma 7.69! and
obtain in this way a partition of the setCh̄ and of the different ways of exit from this set in terms
of the final exiting move.
•Using this partition, we classify the intervals of time spent by the process in the different
elements of the partition, by defining the ‘‘type’’ of the time interval in terms of the index of the
corresponding element of the partition. In particular, the time intervals corresponding to times
spent outsideX̄2 are called ‘‘instability intervals.’’ We can easily control the length of instability
intervals by using the recurrence property~Lemma 7.75!.
•It turns out that, before the process exits the setCh̄ , red particles cannot arrive during an
instability interval, since their entry inL̄ would increase the energy and produce the exit of the
process fromCh̄ . This means that the effect of red particlesbefore the exit from Ch̄ can be
essentially described by the appearence of instability intervals starting with the arrival of a red
particle. If at the end of such an instability interval a particle exits fromL̄, then we can ‘‘glue
together’’ the red particles at the entry and at the exit, thus obtaining the path of a single red
particle that spends some time inL̄ ~the instability interval!. On the other hand, if at the beginning
of an instability interval no red particle entersL̄ and at the end a particle leavesL̄, then we call
the beginning of such an interval a ‘‘coloration timeak’’ of a red particle. If an instability interval
begins with the arrival of a red particle but ends with no particle leavingL̄, then in this time
interval a red particle has been absorbed by the boxL̄.
By following this kind of construction, we can associate with each red particle a coloration
time ak , a ‘‘quasi random walk’’ obtained by glueing together the trajectories of red particles
entering and exiting during the same instability interval, and a ‘‘delay time’’ corresponding to the
sum of instability intervals visited by this path.
We show that the behavior of quasi random walks is similar to that of random walks, and in
this way we control the total number of instability intervals of each type by estimating the number
of visits to L̄ of quasi random walks~Lemma 7.91!. This control on the behavior of quasi random
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walks enables us also to estimate from above the probability that a red particle arrives inL̄ in a
given time interval~Lemma 7.93!.
•The effect of red particles in the exit of the process from the setCh̄ is then controlled by
introducing this probability estimate in the analysis of the possible ways of exit, as mentioned
above.
Section 7.8 contains the proofs of some lemmas that are needed along the way. In Sec. 7.9 we
collect some consequence of Proposition 7.9 that will be used in Sec. 8 to prove our main theorem.
7.3. Lower bounds
In this section we prove Proposition 7.9~i!–~iii !.
Estimate~i!. The proof follows the same technique of construction of events as in Sec. 6.
~1! Let h̄ i , 0< i< l 2 , be the configurations with monotone contour obtained fromRl 111,l 2, by
removing l 22 i particles, so thath̄05h̄ and h̄ l 25h̄8. We know from Sec. 5 thath̄ iPX̄ 2 for i
50,2,...,l 2 . We construct our realization of thegrowing transition h̄5Rl 1 ,l 2→h̄85Rl 111,l 2 by




•for h9PI h̄ andxP]L̄,C1,h9,x is the event where the process, starting fromh91x, insideL̄





•B2,t5$h t2uL̄PB̄h̄% with B̄h̄5 C̄ h̄2UùX̄1ù$h̄9: NL̄(h̄9)5 l 1l 211%;
•for h9PI B̄h̄ and xP]L̄,C2,h9,x is the event where the process, starting ath91x, inside L̄
follows a path that takes the particle atx o the cluster, thus reachingI h̄2 .
For i 53,...,l 2 :
•A i ,t5$t (C
h̄
i 21D )c>t%;




D ) andxP]L̄, Ci ,h9,x is the event where the process, starting ath91x, inside
L̄ follows a path that brings the particle atx to the cluster, thus reachingI h̄ i.
~2! As in Sec. 6, we define
F: during the time interval@0,T3e
2(d0/2)b# no particle entersL̄;
G: at timeT3e
2(d0/2)b there are no particles inL l 2\L̄;
H: during the time interval@0,T3e
2(d0/2)b# the configuration inL̄ does not change.
Let t5min$t>0: at timet a particle entersL̄% andT5T3e
d1b/( l 111), whered1 is the parameter





























~tPdtl 2,A l 2 ,t l 2













whereX0 is the set defined in~2.27!.
~3! For anyi we have that the minimum of the probability ofCi ,h9,xi can be estimated from




Ph i 21~tPdti ,A i ,t iùBi ,t i !5E0
T
@Ph i 21~tPdti ,A i ,t i !2Ph i 21~tPdti ,A i ,t iùBi ,t i
c !#
~7.16!
and this expression can be estimated from below by a constantc independent ofb exactly as in the
proof of Lemma 6.8. Moreover, we again have that minh9PIh̄8ùX0
Ph9„FùGùH)>(k/b)
log b. It
therefore remains to estimate the term corresponding toi 52.
~4! On the eventA2,t2, before the arrival of the second particle the process is inCh̄
2U . This
means that for each times until that arrival we haveNL̄(hs)P$ l 1l 2,l 1l 211%, and if NL̄(hs)
5 l 1l 2, then h̄s5Rl 1 ,l 2 . This, in turn, implies that the process starting ath1 during the time
interval @0, t! can be described as follows:
•During the time intervals in whichNL̄(hs)5 l 1l 2, we have one particle moving as a SRW in
the presence of a fixed rectangular cluster.
•During the time intervals in whichNL̄(hs)5 l 1l 211, the particle can be trapped by the
cluster, producing a configuration that insideL̄ falls in X̄ \X̄2 . In other words, during this time
interval the process behaves like a SRW with a trap at]1Rl 1 ,l 2 of escape rate
2Ub. We denote
this process by (ĵs)s>0 .
























where the second inequality uses Proposition 3.13 and the last probability can be estimated as in
part ~3!.
Estimate~ii !.
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~1! The lower bound in the case ofshrinking transitions can be obtained by forcing the
transition to happen within a timeT3e
22d0b and requiring that during this time no particles enter
L̄. In this way the transition can be estimated as in the case of the local Markov chain. More
precisely, leth̄5Rl 1 ,l 2 and h̄85Rl 1 ,l 221 . For hPI h̄ùX3 we have




DT3e22d0b is the event where during timeT3e
22d0b no particles enterL̄;
DT3e22d0b is the event where during timeT3e
22d0b no particles are created in]L̄.
The last term in the rhs of~7.18! is equal to
Ph,h̄~ĀT3e22d0bùDT3e22d0bùD̄T3e22d0b!, ~7.19!
whereĀT3e22d0b is the analog ofAT3e22d0b for the local Markov chain.
~2! We note that the eventsDT3e22d0b and ĀT3e22d0bùD̄T3e22d0b are independent, since they








and it is easy to show that
Ph̄~ĀT3e22d0buD̄T3e22d0b!>e
2~2U2D13d0!b. ~7.21!
Estimate~iii !. A similar argument works for the transitions involving the lacunary configura-
tions.
7.4. Definition of colors and the auxiliary Markov chain
Recall thatN5ruLbu is the total number of particles and that our state space is
NN5$hPX: NLb~h!5N%, X5XN5$0,1%L̄3$0,1,2,...,N%Lb\L̄. ~7.22!
7.4.1 Dynamics.We begin by realizing the process (h t) t>0 in terms of a process in which
particles are distinguishable. This means that instead ofX we consider the spaceXd5LbN where a
configuration is given in terms of the positionj(n),L of each particlen51,...,N. Each configu-
ration hPX corresponds toN! different configurations inXd . We denote bynt(x) the set of
labels of the particles that are atx at time t:
nt~x!5$n51,...,N: j t~n!5x%, ~7.23!
so h t(x)5unt(x)u. We note that for anyxPL̄ the setnt(x) contains at most one element.
We can define a stochastic dynamics (j t) t>0 on Xd corresponding to our stochastic dynamics
(h t) t>0 on X, provided we take the uniform distribution for the initial configurationj0 corre-
sponding to the initial configurationh0 , i.e., each particle initially gets a label drawn randomly
from $1,...,N%. The rules of this dynamics are straightforward and read as follows:
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For each oriented bondbPL̄* ø]* L̄out, define a sequence of i.i.d. random timestb,i ,i
PN, exponential with mean 1, and a sequence of i.i.d. marksmb,i ,i PN, uniform on@0, 1#.
For each oriented bondbP(Lb\L̄)* ø]* L̄
in and each label 1,...,N, define a sequence of i.i.d.
timest(n)b,i ,i PN, exponential with mean 1.
InsideLb\L̄ particlen moves as an IRW with jump timest(n)b,i ,i PN,bP(Lb\L̄)* .
Inside L̄ particles move with exclusion and with interaction as follows:
When t5tb,i for someb5(x,y)PL̄* ,i PN:
•If nt(x)5$n%, nt(y)5B, then the proposed move is given byj t
prop(n)5y, j t
prop( j )
5j t( j ); j Þn. This proposed move is accepted if the corresponding markmb,i is less than
e2b@H(h t
prop)2H(h t#1, whereh t
prop andh t are the configuration inX corresponding toj tprop, resp.,
j t .
•If nt(x)5B, nt(y)5$n%, then the proposed move is given byj t
prop(n)5x, j t
prop( j )
5j t( j ); j Þn. This proposed move is accepted if the corresponding markmb,i is less than
e2b@H(h t
prop)2H(h t#1.
•In all other cases there is no move.
When t5tb,i for someb5(x,y)P]* L̄
out,i PN:
•If nt(x)5n, thenj t1(n)5y, j t1( j )5j t( j ); j Þn.
•If nt(x)5B, then there is no move.
When t5t(n)b,i for someb5(x,y)P]* L̄
in,i PN:
•If nt(x)5n andnt(y)5B, thenj t1(n)5y, j t1( j )5j t( j ); j Þn.
Otherwise there is no move.
7.4.2. Coloring of particles.Next we assign a color to each particle. This color depends on
time and will later be used to distinguish between particles arriving from the gas and particles
returning toL̄0 after leaving it.
Definition 7.24: (a) Every particle inj tùL̄ is WHITE at time t.
(b) Every particle inj tùLb\L l 2 is GREENat time t.
(c) Particles inL l 2\L̄ are GREEN or RED depending on their past in the following way. For
nPnt(x), let
u5u~n,t !5max$0<s,t: js~n!¹L l 2\L̄%. ~7.25!
If ju(n)PL̄, then n is aRED particle at time t. Ifju(n)PLb\L l 2, then n is aGREENparticle
at time t.
It is easy to see that if the process starts from a configurationhPX3 , then the timeu is
well-defined for each particlej t(n)PL l 2\L̄.
The colors at different times are obviously correlated, since when a particle leavesL̄ it
become red. Green particles become white when they enterL̄. Red particles become white or
green when they leaveL l 2\L̄.
In order to control the behavior of green and red particles, we separate their effects by
introducing an auxiliary Markov chain (h̃ t) t>0 in which the arrival inL̄ of green particles is
simulated by a process of creation at]2L̄ with a rate of ordere2bD and a process of annihilation
at ]1L̄ with rate 1.
7.4.3. Auxiliary Markov chain. We define the dynamics (h̃ t) t>0 by means of a process
( j̃ t) t>0 of distinguishable particles. Fix a parameter






whereg0 is small and will be chosen later. Let
X̃d5~L l 2ø$g%!N. ~7.27!
This means that each particle in the auxiliary dynamics can be in a site ofL l 2 or in a state called
g ~for green!.
We can use the same ingredients as for the Markov chain (j t) t>0 for the bonds in
L l 2
* ø]* L l 2
out, but we need to add for each bondbP]* L̄ in a sequence of i.i.d. marksmb,i
c ,i
PN, uniform on @0, 1#. The stochastic dynamics (j̃ t) t>0 can be realized exactly as (j t) t>0 for
each bondb¹]* L̄ in. If t5t(n)b,i for someb5(x,y)P]* L̄
in,i PN, then we consider an addi-
tional move of creation of a particle at sitey. The details are again straightforward and read as
follows:
InsideL l 2\L̄ particlen moves as an IRW with jump timest(n)b,i .
Inside L̄ particles move with exclusion and with interaction as for (j t) t>0 .
When t5tb,i for someb5(x,y)P]* L̄
out,i PN:
•If nt(x)5$n%, then j̃ t1(n)5y,j̃ t1( j )5 j̃ t( j ); j Þn.
•If nt(x)5B, then there is no move.
When t5t(n)b,i for someb5(x,y)P]* L̄
in,i PN:
•If nt(x)5n andnt(y)5B, then j̃ t1(n)5y.
•If j̃ t(n)5g andnt(y)5B, then j̃ t1(n)5y whenmb,i
c ,p, otherwise there is no move.
When t5t(n)b,i for someb5(x,y)P]* L l 2
out,i PN:
•If nt(x)5n, then j̃ t1(n)5g, otherwise there is no move.
We will consider the discrete-time Markov chains corresponding to (j t) t>0 and (j̃ t) t>0 by
observing these processes when a clock rings inLb . From now on we will consider only these
discrete versions. By Proposition 2.2 we know that the control of the discrete-time Markov chain
enables us to control the continuous-time Markov chain.
Now that the process (j̃ t) t>0 is defined, the definition ofh̃ t in terms ofj̃ t is given exactly as
h t in terms ofj t . The state spaceX̃ is
X̃5X̃N5$0,1%L̄3$0,1,2,...,N%~L l 2\L̄ !ø$g%. ~7.28!
7.4.4. Coupling.We can define a coupling between the Markov chains (h t) t>0 and (h̃ t) t>0
by using the same clocks and marks for common bonds. Two events will be important.
Bh(t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;t) is the event for (h t) t>0 where during the time interval@0,
t# green particles enterL̄ through the bondsb1 ,...,bkP]* L̄
in at timest1 ,...,tk and their labels are
n1 ,...,nk .
Bh̃(t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;t) is the event for (h̃ t) t>0 where during the time interval@0,
t# particles are created through the bondsb1 ,...,bkP]* L̄
in at timest1 ,...,tk and their labels are
n1 ,...,nk .
Let us take two initial configurationsh0 and h̃0 , such thath0(x)50 for all xPL l 2\L̄ and
h0(x)5h̃0(x) for all xPL l 2. If both
Bh~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;t !
~7.29!
Bh̃~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;t !
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occur, then we have that for allsP@0,t# the red and the white particles ofhs coincide with the
particles ofh̃s , i.e., if
ns
w,r5$n51,..., N: n is a white or red particle at times%, ~7.30!
then
Pj,j̃„;sP@0,t#: $js~n!5 j̃s~n! ;nPns
w,r%ù$j̃s5g ;n¹ns
w,r%u
Bh~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;t !ù ~7.31!
Bh̃~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;t !…51.
In a trivial way we can define a coupling between (h̃ t) t>0 and the local Markov chain (h̄ t) t>0
defined in Sec. 4.1 by using the same clocks and marks for bonds inL0* ø]* L̄
out and the same
clocks and creation marks for bonds inbP]* L̄ in. In particular, also for the Markov chain (h̄ t) t>0
we can realize the creation at the boundary ofL̄ by usingN clocks and the same ratep in ~7.26!
used for (h̃ t) t>0 .
Remark:
~1! If g0.0 in the definition ofp is such thatl c(D1g0)5 l c(D), then we can apply the
remark given at the end of Sec. 5. IfDP(U,2U) is such thatU/(2U2D) is not integer, then there
exists such ag0 .
~2! It is obvious that if no red particles enterL̄ during the time interval@0, t#, then h̃suL̄
5h̄suL̄ for all sP@0,t#.
~3! As in the case of the full Markov chain (h t) t>0 , we can define recurrence setsX̃1 ,X̃2 ,X̃3
and we can prove also for (h̃ t) t>0 the recurrence properties to these sets. In the same way we can
define the reduced Markov chains (h̃ t
R) t>0 and (h̄ t
R) t>0 ~recall Definition 7.3!. The only differ-
ence is that for (h̃ t) t>0 we can only prove the recurrence toX̃3 in a time (pN)21ed1b
5T3e
(g01d1)b rather than in a timeT3e
d1b as in Proposition 6.2.
7.5. Upper bounds
The key to Proposition 7.9~iv! is the following @recall ~7.13!#.
Proposition 7.32: There existd5d(g), satisfyinglimg↓0 d(g)50, and b0.0 such that, for






d1b!<e2@r ~ h̄ !2d#b, ~7.33!
whered1 is the parameter appearing in Proposition6.2, and
Ch̄5$h8PX: h8uL̄P C̄h̄% ~7.34!
with
C̄h̄5$h̄8PX̄: H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !2H̄~ h̄ !,r ~ h̄ !1D%. ~7.35!
Proof of Proposition 7.9 (iv):Let Mh denote the event that the transitionh
R:h→h8 occurs
within time T3e
d1b. By the recurrence property of the setX3 in Proposition 6.2, we have





















In fact, if h̄8PX̄3 and h̄8¹E3(h̄), thenh̄8¹ C̄h̄ by Lemma 5.34. QED












Propositions 7.41 and 7.43 below imply Proposition 7.32.




Proposition 7.43: There existd5d(g), satisfyinglimg↓0 d(g)50, and b0.0 such that, for
all b.b0 and h8PX3,
Ph8~Ah̃!<e
2r ~ h̄ !b1db. ~7.44!
QED
The proof of Propositions 7.41 and 7.43 is given in Sec. 7.6, resp. Sec. 7.7.
7.6. Control of green particles
We henceforth suppress the lower index fromP when the initial configuration is obvious.
Proof of Proposition 7.41:The problem is to compare the effect of green particles versus the
creation mechanism in the auxiliary dynamics.
~1! Fix kPN, t1 ,...,tk>0, b1 ,...,bkP]* L̄
in, and abbreviate
Bh5Bh~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;T3e
d1b!,
~7.45!
Bh̃5Bh̃~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;T3e
d1b!.
We begin by proving the following.
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Proof: ~1! Third inequality: LetCh̃ be the event that the number of rings by clocks on the
bonds in]* L̄ in within time T3e













~2! Second inequality: This immediately follows from the coupling between (h t) t>0 and
(h̃ t) t>0 .





Ch$' particle in hùL l 2
c hitting L̄ within time t1%. ~7.53!
By Proposition 3.25,P(Ch),SES.
~3ii! If t1.e




Ch5$j t i~ni !5xi ,j t~ni !PL l 2
c 'tP~ t i ,t j !,j t j~ni !5xj%. ~7.55!
Again by Proposition 3.25,P(Ch),SES.
~3iii ! If t1.e
(D22g)b and if t j2t i.e
(D22g)b for all 1< i , j <k such thatni5nj , then
P~Ah̃ùBh̃ùBh!<P~Ah̃ùBh̃ùCh!2SES5P~Ah̃ùBh̃!P~Ch!2SES ~7.56!
with
Ch5H j t1~n1!5x1 ,j t~n1!¹L̄ ;tP@ t12e~D22g!b,t1#¯
j tk~nk!5xk ,j t~nk!¹L̄ ;tP@ tk2e
~D22g!b,tk#
J . ~7.57!
By using the independence of the random walks outsideL̄ and the fact that ifni5nj then t j
2t i.e
(D22g)b, we have




P~j t i~ni !5xi ,j t~ni !¹L̄ ;tP@ t i2e
~D22g!b,t i # !. ~7.58!




The factor 1/Nk comes from the fact that Proposition 3.31 gives an estimate for a process with
indistinguishable particles and the probability that a given particle has a given label is 1/N. QED
















3P~AhùBh~ t1 ,...,tk ;b1 ,...,bk ;n1 ,...,nk ;T3e
d1b!!, ~7.60!
and a similar expansion forP(Ah̃). By Lemma 7.46 we have
P~AhùBh!<P~Ah̃ùBh̃!e
2d8kb, ~7.61!








wheren is the number of particles created by the process (h̃ t) t>0 during the transition we are
considering. It is easy to see that there exists aK.0 independent ofb such that
P~n5k!<e2Kkb ;kPN0 ~7.63!
for b sufficiently large.
~3! Let a54d8/K, f 5P(Ahu$n5k%)P($n5k%)12a and g5e2d8kbP($n5k%)a. By applying

















where the last inequality uses~7.63!. But a rough estimate gives
P~Ah̃!>e
2~D l 22d9!b ~7.65!
for an arbitraryd9.0, obtained by creatingl 2 particles and bringing them to the cluster in a time
of order one. Hence we get
P~Ah!<P~Ah̃!C~a,K,d8!e
a~D1d9!l 2b, ~7.66!
which completes the proof of Proposition 7.41 after settingd5a(D1d9) l 2 . QED
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7.7. Control of red particles
We now come to the hardest part of the argument, because we have to control the effect of red
particles.
Proof of Proposition 7.43.In order to control every possible mechanism of exit from the set
C̃h̃ , we analyze the final exit move. More precisely, we consider a partition of the setC̃h̃ ~ ssen-
tially in terms of its intersection with the setsX̄1 ,X̄2 ,X̄3). and we compute the cost~in term of the
difference of energy! of the final exiting move starting from an element of this partition. This final
move can be obtained by the arrival of a red particle insideL̄ or by a move insideL̄0 . We
estimate the probability of the eventAh̃ in terms of the probability of this final move. As far as the
probability of the arrival of a red particle is concerned, we show that red particles essentially
behave as IRW’s.
We divide this proof into several lemmas, the proof of which is deferred to Sec. 7.8. We first
consider the caseh̄PX̄3\L.





wheren08 is the total number of particles inL̄0 , n8 is the total number of particles in the ring
L̄\L̄0 . We will use this expression to classify the configurations inC̄h̄ in terms of the setsX̄1 ,X̄2
and in terms of the cost to exit fromC̄h̄ in one move, defined by
EC~ h̄8!5 min
h̄9¹ C̄h̄ :q~ h̄8,h̄9!.0
H̄~ h̄9!2H̄~ h̄8! ~ h̄8P C̄8h̄!, ~7.68!
where we put EC(h̄8)5` if q(h̄8,h̄9)50 for all h̄9¹ C̄h̄ .
Note that, by the definition of the setC̄h̄ in ~7.35!, the exit cost is strictly positive for all
h̄8P C̄h̄ and thus EC(h̄8) assumes the valuesU, D, 2U,3U.
Lemma 7.69: For allh̄PX̄3\L the following hold:
(i) If h̄8P C̄h̄ , then its contour is larger than or equal to that ofh̄ ~i.e., ug8u>ugu) and its
number of internal particles n08 belongs to the interval@n02 l 112, n011#, where n0 is the
number of internal particles ofh̄ and l1 is the minimal side length ofh̄.
(ii) Let h̄8P C̄h̄ , ug8u5ugu and n850. Then
n085n02 l 8 for some l 850,1,...,l 122. ~7.70!
Moreover, h̄8PX̄2 and
EC~ h̄8!53U if l 850,1,...,l 123,
~7.71!
EC~ h̄8!52U if l 85 l 122.
(iii) Let h̄8P C̄h̄ , ug8u5ugu12 and n850. If n08>n02 l 113, then h̄8¹X̄2 and EC(h̄8)
5D, while if n085n02 l 112, then h̄8PX̄\X̄1 and EC(h̄8)5U.
(iv) Let h̄8P C̄h̄ , ug8u5ugu14 and n850. Thenh̄8PX̄ \X̄1 and EC(h̄8)5U.
(v) Let h̄8P C̄h̄ and n851. Thenh̄8PX̄ \X̄1 and ug8u5ugu and EC(h̄8)5U.
(vi) If ug8u.ugu14 or n8.1, then h̄8¹ C̄h̄ .
~2! We next consider the following partition of the setC̄h̄ :
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C̄h̄5 C̄h̄,0ø C̄h̄,1aø C̄h̄,1bø C̄h̄,2 , ~7.72!
where
C̄h̄,05$h̄8P C̄h̄ùX̄2%,
C̄h̄,1a5$h̄8P C̄h̄ù~X̄ \X̄1!: ug8u5ugu12, n850%,
~7.73!
C̄h̄,1b5$h̄8P C̄h̄ù~X̄ \X̄1!: ug8u5ugu14, n850 or ug8u5ugu, n851%,
C̄h̄,25$h̄8P C̄h̄ù~X̄1\X̄2!%.
Definition 7.74:~a! An interval of time@ t1 ,t2# in @0,t C̄
h̄
c ∧T3ed1b# is an INSTABILITY IN-
TERVAL if h̃ tuL̄¹X̄2 for all t P@ t1 ,t2#.
(b) An interval@ t1 ,t2# contained in an instability interval is ofTYPE 1 if h̃ tuL̄PX̄ \X̄1 for all
tP@ t1 ,t2# and ofTYPE 2 if h̃ tuL̄PX̄1\X̄2 for all t P@ t1 ,t2#. A type 1 interval is ofTYPE 1A if
h̃ tuL̄P C̄h̄,1a and ofTYPE 1B if h̃ tuL̄P C̄h̄,1b .
(c) An instability interval can be the union of intervals of different types~i.e., 1a, 1b, and 2!.
(4) The remaining intervals of time in@0,t C̄
h̄
c ∧T3ed1b# that are not instability intervals are
called intervals ofTYPE 0.
An immediate consequence of the recurrence property of (h̃ t) t>0 to the setsX̃1 ,X̃2 is the
following:
Lemma 7.75: With probability12SES the instability intervals of type 1 are shorter than
T1e
d1b and the instability intervals of type 2 are shorter than T2e
d1b.






r 5Ah̃ù$the final exit move is due to the arrival of a red particle%;
Ah̃
m5Ah̃ù$the final exit move is due to a move insideL̄%.
By Lemma 7.69, we can estimateP(Ah̃
m) after decomposing it according to the different kinds of
exit through the set
C̃h̄5$h̃8PX̃: h̃8uL̄P C̄h̄% ~7.77!
by considering the starting point of the final exit move. More precisely, if we abbreviateh̄1
5h̃t C̃
h̃
c 21uL̄ , h̄25h̃t C̃
h̃
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The first term on the rhs of~7.78! can be easily estimated, since on the event
Ah̃
mù$DH̄1,2Ah̃




The control of the last two terms is postponed to Lemma 7.98. As far as the estimate of the
remaining three terms is concerned, we can proceed in a similar way, provided we can estimate the
total length of the instability intervals of type 1a, 1b, 2. This means that we need to control the
number of instability intervals of the different types viaa priori SES probability estimates.
~4! Let us next consider the random timest i,T3e
d1b∧t C̃
h̃
c , i PN, of arrival in L̄ of red




c implies thath̃t i21uL̄P C̄h̄,0 andh̃t iuL̄P C̄h̄,1b . Namely, the arrival of
a red particle during an instability interval produces the exit from the cycleC̃h̄ .
In a similar way, let us denote bys j , j PN, the random times corresponding to the exit of
particles fromL̄, ~i.e., the appearance of red particles! before the exit from the cycle. These times
must be thefinal point of an instability interval of type 1b, andh̃s j 11uL̄P C̄h̄,0 .
The interaction between red particles and particles inL̄ is active only during instability




c #. This means, in particular, that we have a realization of instability inter-
vals and of random timest i ands j . Let us look at the process from the point of view of the red
particles: this is a system of independentquasi random walks~QRW! given by the following rules:
•When a red particle entersL̄ at a timet i , it disappears as red particle during the instability
interval starting at i . During this interval the red particle can be killed if the final time of this
instability interval is not a times j . Otherwise the particle reappears at a times i at some point in
]L̄.
•A new particle appears at a times j , which is the final point of an instability interval not
starting with at i . Call the starting point of such an instability interval acoloration timeak .
•OutsideL̄ red particles move like IRW’s.
Thus, the difference between our process and a process of IRW’s not only comes from the fact that
particles can be created and annihilated~with a random law!, but also from the fact that particles
can disappear for random intervals of times when they touchL̄ and can reappear again at a
different point in]L̄.
~5! More precisely, for each coloration timeak define a quasi random walk (QRW(ak)s)s>0
and a delay time DT(t,ak) as follows:
•Look at the particle exiting fromL̄ at the end, says j , of the instability interval starting with
ak . Let n1 be its label, (j(n1)s)s>0 its path, andtL̄ø]L l 2
(n1) the first time it hits the set









c !2s j #, ~7.80!
and its delay time is
DT~ t,ak!5~ t∧s j !2ak , ~7.81!
corresponding to the time spent inL̄ up to timet.
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c and the particlen1 hits ]L l 2 before L̄, then the particle is
annihilated when exitingL l 2. So in this case QRW(ak)s5j(n1)s1s j ;sP@0,t]L l 2
(n1)2s j #
and DT(t,ak)5(t∧s j )2ak .




c and the particlen1 hits L̄ before]L l 2, thentL̄ø]L l 2
5t i 1 for
some indexi 1 and we look at the end of the instability interval starting att i 1. If this end time is
not a times j 8 , then the red particle is annihilated in this instability interval, so QRW(ak)s
5j(n1)s1s j ;sP@0,t i 12s j # and DT(t,ak)5(t∧s j )2ak .
•If the end of the instability interval starting witht i 1 is a times j 1, then we look at the red
particle exiting at this time fromL̄. We letn2 be its label~not necessarily equal ton1), and we






QRW~ak!s5H js1s j(n1) for sP[0,t i 12s j ]js1s j 12(t i 12s j )(n2) for sP[ t i 12s j , (T3ed1b∧tC h̄c )2s j 11t i 12s j ],
~7.82!
and
Dt~ t,ak!5H ~ t∧s j !2ak for tP@ak ,t i 1#s j2ak1~ t∧s j 1!2t i 1 for tP@t i 1,T3ed1b∧tC h̄c #. ~7.83!
•Similarly, we can iterate the previous construction in the other cases.
Roughly speaking, the process (QRW(ak)s)s>0 is obtained by glueing together the pieces of
random walk performed by red particles outsideL̄, where the paths of two red particlesni and
ni 11 are glued together if particleni hits L̄ at the beginning of an instability interval ending with
the exit of particleni 11 from L̄. The delay time DT(t,ak) is defined as the total length of the
union of the instability intervals cut out in this glueing procedure up to time. By this construction
it is clear that, starting from a configuration inX̃3 , to each red particle we can associate a creation
time ak .
~6! By using the above construction of QRW’s, we will be able to control:
the number of instability intervals;
the probability of the arrival of a red particle in a given time interval.
To do so, we start with the following observation. For any pair of typess,s8 with sÞs8, we define
the transformation cost TC(s,s8):
TC~s,s8!5 min
h̄1P C̄h̄,s8 ,h̄2P C̄h̄,s
@H̄~ h̄1!2H̄~ h̄2!#1 ~7.84!
for s50, 1a, 1b, 2 ands851a, 1b, 2.
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~The transitions that are not possible in one step get transition cost`.!
Lemma 7.85 implies that, starting fromC̃h̄,0 , the initial time of an interval of type 1b is either
a time t i or a time corresponding to a move of probability<e
2Db. An instability interval
containing an interval of type 1b can also be realized by an interval of type 1a followed by an
interval of type 1b. Also in this case Lemma 7.85 implies, by~7.86! and Lemma 7.75, that we
have two moves of probabilitye2Ub within a time interval of lengthed1b. Thus we may conclude
that each coloration timeak corresponds to a move~or a couple of moves! of probability smaller
thane2Db.
~7! We have the followinga priori estimates.
Lemma 7.87: Let n(T3e
d1b,D) be the number of moves in@0,T3e




Lemma 7.87 implies that the number of red particles created in@0,T3e
d1b# is less thane(d11d)b
with probability 12SES.
Lemma 7.89: Letn(t) be the number of visits toL̄ of a QRW describing a red particle during
a time t. Then




From Lemmas 7.87 and 7.89 we obtain that with probability 12SES the number of instability
intervals containing intervals of type 1b is less thaned2b with d2.d1 arbitrary. In a similar way
we can prove the following:
Lemma 7.91: There existd3(d1 ,d2 ,g), satisfying limd1 ,d2 ,g↓0d3(d1 ,d2 ,g)50, and b0.0
such that for allb.b0 and t<T3e
d1b with probability 12SES:
(i) The total number of instability intervals of type 1b in@0,t∧t C̄
h̄
c # is less than ed3b.
(ii) The total number of instability intervals of type 1a in@0,t∧t C̄
h̄
c # is less than e(D2U1d3)b.
(iii) The total number of instability intervals@ t1 ,t2# of type 1a in@0,t∧t C̄
h̄
c #, such that in@ t1
2e(D2U1d11d3)b,t1# there exists an interval of type 1b, is less than e
d3b.
(iv) The total number of instability intervals of type 2 in@0,t∧t C̄
h̄
c # is less than ed3b.
~8! We now return to the estimate of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th terms on the rhs of~7.78!. By







~9! Next we have to control the termP(Ah̃
r ). Let us denote byt i<T3e
d1b∧t C̃
h̄
c the times of
arrival of red particles inL̄ up to timeT3e
d1b∧t C̃
h̄
c ~including t C̃
h̄
c if the exit is due to the arrival
beforeT3e
d1b of a red particle inside an instability interval!. We observe that, by Lemmas 7.75
and 7.91, for eacht i the delay time DT(T3e
d1b∧t C̃
h̄
c ,ak) spent by the red particle insideL̄ is less
than e(U1d11d3)b with probability 12SES, whereak denotes the coloration time of the red
particle.
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Lemma 7.93: There existd4(d1 ,d3), satisfyinglimd1 ,d3↓0d4(d1 ,d3)50, andb0.0 such that,
for all b.b0 , t0.0 and T.0 with t01T<T3e
d1b,
P~'t iP@ t0 ,t01T# !<@e
2~D2U !b1e2DbT log t0#e
d4b. ~7.94!
Let P~1a!, P~1b!, P~2! be the probabilities of the events where a red particle arrives during an
instability interval of types 1a, 1b, 2, respectively. Obviously,
P~Ah̃
r !<P~1a!1P~1b!1P~2!. ~7.95!
By using Lemmas 7.75, 7.91, and 7.93, we have
P~1b!<SES1P~' an interval @ t1 ,t2#,@0,T3e
d1b∧t C̄
h̄
c # of type 1b
with t22t1<e
d1 ,b and 't iP~ t1 ,t2!)
<SES12e2~D2U2d32d4!b,
P~2!<SES1P~' an interval @ t1 ,t2#,@0,T3e
d1b∧t C̄
h̄
c # of type 2
with t22t1<
Ub1d1b and 't iP~ t1 ,t2!)
<SES12e2~D2u2d12d32d4!b. ~7.96!
As far as the termP~1a! is concerned, we have to distinguish between two cases depending on
the existence of an interval of type 1b at a distance less thane(U1d11d3)b from the interval of type
1a we are considering:




P~1aù$'” interval of type 1b in @ t12e~
U1d11d3!b,t1#%!<e
2~D2U2d12d32d4!b.
Indeed, in this last case the first term in the estimate in Lemma 7.93 is absent, since it comes from
the event that there exists a creation timeak at a distance less thane
(U1d11d3)b from the interval
of type 1a we are considering and this is forbidden by the event$'” interval of type 1b in@ t1
2e(U1d11d3)b,t1#%. @See~7.119! in the proof of Lemma 7.93 below.#
~10! It remains to estimate the probability of exit by contraction. This is given by the follow-
ing.




<e2@~2U2D!~ l 121!2d5#b. ~7.99!
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.43 for the caseh̄PX̄3\L. QED
~11! For the caseh̄PL we can proceed in a similar way. We indicate here only the differences
with the caseh̄PX̄3\L.
The characterization of the setC̄ h̄2U can be done as follows. By Lemma 5.13~iii !, we know
that F( C̄ h̄2U)5 C̄ h̄2UùX̄35 C̄ h̄2UùX̄2 . A direct check shows thatH̄(h̄8)P$H̄(h̄),H̄(h̄)1D
2U,H̄(h̄)1U,H̄(h̄)1D% for any h̄8P C̄ h̄2U . Moreover, configurations withH̄(h̄8)>H̄(h̄)1U
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are not inX̄1 . Indeed, if such anh̄8 is not 0-reducible, then this inequality implies that for each
h̄9 with H̄(h̄9),H̄(h̄8) we haveH̄(h̄8,h̄9)>H̄(h̄8)1U, and so if we chooseh̄95h̄, then we
obtainH̄(h̄8,h̄)>H̄(h̄)1U1U, which contradictsh̄8P C̄ h̄2U .
Thus the partition of the setC̄ h̄2U uses
C̄ h̄,02U5$h̄8P C̄ h̄2UùX̄3%,
C̄ h̄,1a2U 5$h̄8P C̄ h̄2Uù~X̄\X̄1! with H̄~ h̄8!5H̄~ h̄ !1U%,
~7.100!
C̄ h̄,1b2U 5$h̄8P C̄ h̄2Uù~X̄\X̄1! with H̄~ h̄8!5H̄~ h̄ !1D%,
C̄ h̄,22U5$h̄8P C̄ h̄2Uù~X̄1\X̄2! with H̄~ h̄8!5H̄~ h̄ !1D2U%.
The exit costs in this case are given by
h̄8P C̄ h̄,02U : EC~ h̄8!52U,
h̄8P C̄ h̄,1a2U : EC~ h̄8!5U,
~7.101!
h̄8P C̄ h̄,1b2U : EC~ h̄8!5U,
h̄8P C̄ h̄,22U : EC~ h̄8!5D,
where we use that 2U2D,U/2. The transition costs are given by
TC~0,1a!5U, TC~0,1b!5D, TC~0,2!5`,
TC~1a,1b!5`, TC~1a,2!5`, TC~1b,1a!5`, ~7.102!
TC~1b,2!50, TC~2,1a!5`, TC~2,1b!5U.
We can prove also for this case the result in Lemma 7.91, and the rest of the proof follows exactly
the same calculations performed for the caseh̄PX̄3\L.
7.8. Proof of the lemmas in Sec. 7.7
In this section we prove the lemmas that were used in Sec. 7.7.
Proof of Lemma 7.69:~i! Let l 1 ,l 2 be the side lengths ofh, with 0< l 22 l 1<1, and letg be
its contour. For anyh̄8 such thatug8u,ugu, we haven08<n02 l 1 . On the other hand, by the results
in Sec. 4 we know thatH̄(Nl 1l 2,Nl 1( l 221))>r (h̄)1D1H̄(h̄), so that such a configurationh̄8 is
not in C̄h̄ . In the same way, by using the results in Sec. 4, we immediately see that ifn08>n0
12 or n08<n02 l 111, then the configurationh̄8 is not in C̄h̄ .
~ii ! Equation~7.70! follows from ~i! and the fact thatn0 is the maximal number of internal
particles given a contour of lengthugu. To prove thath8PX̄2 , we only have to observe thatg8
must be a monotone contour, after which we can apply Proposition 5.11. To evaluate the exist cost
of h8, note that
H̄~h8!5H̄~ h̄ !1 l 8~2U2D!, ~7.103!
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while, by the definition of EC in~7.68!,
H̄~ h̄8!1EC~ h̄8!2H̄~ h̄ !>r ~ h̄ !1D>~ l 121!~2U2D!1D. ~7.104!
So we obtain
EC~ h̄8!>~ l 1212 l 8!~2U2D!1D. ~7.105!
~iii ! We argue by contradiction. Suppose thatug8u5ugu12, n850 and h̄8P C̄h̄ùX̄2 . Then,
sincen08<n011, we have
H̄~ h̄8!>H̄~ h̄ !1U2~2U2D!. ~7.106!
But
H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !2H̄~ h̄8!>D. ~7.107!
Hence
H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !>D1D2U1H̄~ h̄ !>r ~ h̄ !1H̄~ h̄ !, ~7.108!
which contradicts the hypothesish̄8P C̄h̄ . So h̄8¹X̄2 . To compute EC(h̄8), we note that
EC~ h̄8!>H̄~ h̄ !2H̄~ h̄8!1r ~ h̄ !1D, ~7.109!
and since
H̄~ h̄ !2H̄~ h̄8!5~22U1D!~n02n08!2U, ~7.110!
we obtain the result.
~iv! In a similar way,H̄(h̄8)>H̄(h̄)12U2(2U2D), and if h̄8PX̄1 , then
H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !>D1U1H̄~ h̄ !>r ~ h̄ !1H̄~ h̄ !. ~7.111!
Now EC(h̄8)5U, since








~ ug8u2ugu!1D1H̄~ h̄ !, ~7.113!
so if ug8u.ugu, then
H̄~ h̄8!>22U1D1U1D1H̄~ h̄ !52D2U1H̄~ h̄ !>r ~ h̄ !1H̄~ h̄ !, ~7.114!
while if ug8u5ugu and h̄8PX̄1 , then
H̄~ h̄8,h̄ !>U1H̄~ h̄8!>U12D22U1H̄~ h̄ !>r ~ h̄ !1H̄~ h̄ !. ~7.115!
Also in this case we have that EC(h̄8)5U, sinceH̄(h̄8)1U2H̄(h̄)>r (h̄)1D.
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~vi! If ug8u.ugu14 or n8.1, then H̄(h̄8)>U1D1H̄(h̄)>r (h̄)1H̄(h̄) or H̄(h̄8)>3D
22U1H̄(h̄)>r (h̄)1H̄(h̄). QED
Proof of Lemma 7.75:The claim is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.2.QED
Proof of Lemma 7.85:
~1! Let s50, s851a. Thenug2u5ug1u12 andn0,15n0,2, since the moveh̄1→h̄2 has to be
inside L̄0 . ThereforeH̄(h̄2)2H̄(h̄1)5U. Analogously, lets50, s851b. Thenug2u5ug1u14
andn0,25n0,1 or ug2u5ug1u andn251, so thatH̄(h̄2)2H̄(h̄1)52U∧D5D.
~2! The transitionh̄1P C̄h̄,0→h̄2P C̄h̄,2 is not possible. Indeed, we haveH̄(h̄1)ÞH̄(h̄2), since
h̄1 is not 0-equivalent toh̄2 , and if H̄(h̄1),H̄(h̄2), then the moveh̄2→h̄1 shows thath̄2¹X̄1 ,
while if H̄(h̄1).H̄(h̄2), then the moveh̄1→h̄2 shows thath̄1¹X̄1 .
~3! If s51a, s851b, then we have two possibilities:
~1! ug2u5ug1u12 andn15n250, n0,15n0,2;
~2! ug2u5ugu,ug1u5ugu12 andn251, n150.
In the first caseH̄(h̄2)2H̄(h̄1)5U, in the second case the move must be betweenL̄0 and the
ring L̄\L̄0 , so n0,25n0,121 and H̄(h̄2)2H̄(h̄1)5(22U1D)(n0,22n0,1)1(U/2)(ug2u2ug1u)
1D5U.
~4! The transitionh̄1P C̄h̄,1a→h̄2P C̄h̄,2 is not possible. Indeed, we haveH̄(h̄1)ÞH̄(h̄2),
sinceh̄1 is not 0-equivalent toh̄2 , andug1u5ugu125ug2u andn0,15n0,2, sincen15n250, but
this is a contradiction.
~5! If s51b,s852, then we have a creation cost zero~as given, for instance, by the transition
in which a particle reaches the square or quasi-square cluster!. A similar argument holds for the
cases51b,s851a.
~6! The transition 2→1a is forbidden by an argument similar to that used in the transition
1a→2.
~7! If s52, s851b, then we have two possibilities:
~1! ug2u5ugu14, ug1u5ugu12 andn15n250;
~2! ug2u5ugu,ug1u5ugu12 andn251, n150.
In both cases we haveH̄(h̄2)2H̄(h̄1)5U. QED
Proof of Lemma 7.87:This is an elementary large deviation estimate for a binomial distribu-
tion obtained by applying an exponential Chebyshev inequality.QED
Proof of Lemma 7.89:For anyt.1:
P~n~ t !.~ log t !3!
<P~'akP@0,t#: '~ log t !
3 IRW’s starting at ]L̄ and returning toL̄ within time t !
<tS 12 klog t D ~
log t !3
<te2k~ log t !
2
, ~7.116!
where we use Proposition 3.2.QED
Proof of Lemma 7.91:




c . For anyd2.d1, let d5(d22d1)/2. We have








By using Lemmas 7.87 and 7.89, we getP(N8(1b).ed2b)<SES.
In any instability interval containing intervals of type 1b, the maximal number of intervals of
type 1b ise(d11d)b with probability 12SES for anyd.0. This follows from Lemma 7.85 and the
analogue of Lemma 7.87 for the quantityn(T2e
d1b,U). Thus, we have that the total number
N(1b) of intervals of type 1b within timeT3e
d1b∧t C̄
h̄
c is smaller thaned3b with probability 1
2SES ford3.2d1 .
~ii ! With similar arguments we can conclude that the numberN8(1a) of intervals of type 1a
starting from an interval of type 0 is, with probability 12SES, smaller thane(D2U1d11d)b, and
the number of intervals of type 1a contained in an instability interval containing intervals of type
1b is less thanedb, for anyd.0, so thatN(1a)<N8(1a)1N8(1b)edb.
~iii ! By using thatN(1b)<ed3b, we can estimate the number of intervals of type 1a contained
in a union of intervals with total lengthe(D2U1d112d3)b by using the same argument as in~ i !.
~iv! The numberN(2) of intervals of type 2 is estimated byN(2)<N(1b), again by Lemma
7.85.
QED
Proof of Lemma 7.93:~1! Let ak be a coloration time. Ift0<e
Ub1(d11d3)b, then










On the other hand, ift0.e
Ub1(d11d3)b, then
P~'t iP@ t0 ,t01T# !
5P~$'t iP@ t0 ,t01T#%ù$akP@ t02e
Ub1~d11d3!b,t01T#%!



















3P~$ak5s% ù$QRWt2s2DT~ t,ak!~ak!PL̄%!1SES. ~7.119!







Indeed, we can write
QRWt5SRWt1JPt , ~7.121!
where JPt is a sum of jumps





with uJnu,2l 0 and withn(t) estimated in Lemma 7.89.




(U1d11d3)b with probability 12SES, we
obtain













<e2~D2d3!b~eUb1~d11d3!b1T!1e2Db1d3bT log t01SES. ~7.123!
QED
Proof of Lemma 7.98:
~1! For m5n02 l 112,..., n011, define
C̄h̄~m!5 C̄h̄ùNm , ~7.124!
whereNm5$h̄8PX̄: n081n85m%. By Lemma 7.69,C̄h̄5øm5n02 l 112
n011 C̄h̄(m). We note that the



















c !∧min$t.z j8~m!:h̃ tP C̄h̄~m!%.
~2! Let m0 be the minimal indexm, i.e.,m05n02 l 112. We say that the process (h̃ t) t>0 exits
by contraction from the setC̄h̄(m0) if it exits without increasing the number of particles inL̄, i.e.,









the process (h̃ t) t>0 exits from C̄h̄ by visiting C̄h̄(m0) and then leaving it by contraction. So we
have the estimate












3 Py~~ h̃ t! t>0 exits by contraction fromC̄h̄~m0!!




~3! By using the coupling between (h̃ t) t>0 and (h̄ t) t>0 we obtain
sup
yPCh̄~m0!
Py„~ h̃ t!t>0 exits by contraction fromC̄h̄~m0!…
< sup
yP C̄h̃~m0!
Py~~ h̄ t! t>0 exits by contraction fromC̄h̃~m0!!. ~7.129!
On the other hand, by using reversibility we can estimate, for alld.0,









and thus we obtain








~4! Each entrance into the setC̄h̄(m0), i.e., eachz i(m0), is a time at which a particle exits
from L̄ and so it is the endpoint of an interval of type 1b. So, by Lemma 7.91, we have that the
last term in~7.132! is SES. The proof of the lemma can now be concluded by iteration after we
note that on the event$ C̄h̃(m0),T3e
d1b∧t C̄
h̄
c % the process (h̃ t) t<0 exits from the setC̄h̄(.m0) by
visiting C̄h̄(m011) and then leaving it by contraction.QED
7.9. Additional results
We close by collecting two consequences of Proposition 7.9 that will be needed in Sec. 8. The
first concerns the creation of a 232 droplet fromh, which is the start of the nucleation path.
Proposition 7.133: There existsd65d6(d1 ,g).0, satisfyinglimd1,g↓0d6(d1 ,g)50, and b0





Proof: We need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.135: LetNn5$hPX0: NL̄(h)5n%. Then there existsd75d7(d1 ,g).0, satisfying
limd1,g↓0d7(d1 ,g)50, and b0.0 such that, for allb.b0,





This result implies Proposition 7.133 as follows. For everyhPN4 we havePh(tR2,2,T2ed1b)
.e2db for any d.0 andb large enough, and so for allhPhùX3,
Ph~tR2,2,e
~4D22U !b1d6b!>Ph~tN4,e
~4D22U !b1d8b!e2db ;0,d8,d6 ~7.137!
and the probability on the rhs of~7.137! is 12SES if d8.2d11d7 . Indeed, if tN4
>e(4D22U)b1d8b, then in any subinterval of lengthT3e
2d1b contained in the interval@0,
e(4D22U)b1d8b] we have not yet reachedN4 . By ~7.136!, the probability of this event is SES if
d8.2d11d7 . QED
Proof of Lemma 7.135:













A5$hPX0 : NL l 2\L̄~h!>4%. ~7.139!














The first probability on the rhs of~7.140! can be estimated by recalling~2.27!, uL l 2u5e
(D2g)b and
uL l 1u5e








>S uL l 2\L̄u1
3 T3e
2d1b





The second probability on the rhs of~7.140! can be estimated by similar standard estimates on
SRW. Indeed, the fact thath8PA allows us to estimate from below bye2Db2(d7/10)b the prob-
ability that a particle arrives inL̄ at time t, provided t. 13 T3e
2(g/2)b. If we denote by
t18 ,t28 ,t38 ,t48 , the random times corresponding to the arrival of the first four particles, then we
obtain
























whereD2 is the event that the first two particles form and stay a dimer until timee
Ub2(d7/10)b and
D3 the same for a trimer.QED
The second consequence of Proposition 7.9 concerns some estimates for the transition prob-
abilities of the reduced Markov chain. Lett i ,i PN0 be as in Definition 7.3 and let̄ 1
5min$ti : hti¹E3(ht0)%, i.e., the first timet i at which the reduced Markov chain changes con-
figuration.
Proposition 7.143: Letd be as in Proposition 7.9.




~2D2U1d!b%!>e2@D2U2r ~ h̄ !12d#b. ~7.144!





(iii) If h̄ is a lacunary set andh̄ j , j 50,1,...,n(nPN), is the sequence of configurations defined




h j PI h̄ j











h9PX3 ,h9¹E3~ h̄ !
PR~h,I h̄9!
, ~7.147!
whereC(uL̄u).0 is some constant depending only onuL̄u. By Proposition 7.9~i! and ~iv!, we
have
Ph~ht̄1PI h̄8!>e
2@D2U2r ~ h̄ !12d#b. ~7.148!
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Parts~ii ! and ~iii ! follow in the same way. QED
8. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section we collect the results from Secs. 4–7 and prove Theorem 1.53.
8.1. Lower bound for the nucleation time
We begin by proving the lower bound in Theorem 1.53~c!, i.e.,
lim
b→`
Pnh̄~tj,T2!50 ;d.0 with T25T2~b,d!5e
~G2d!b. ~8.1!
~1! Let
A5$h8PX: H̄~h,h8!2H̄~h !,G%, ~8.2!
where H̄ is the local grand-canonical Hamiltonian defined in~1.49!, the communication height
H̄(h,h8) is the obvious extension of~4.12!, andH̄(h)50.
SinceG is the communication height betweenh and j, as was shown in Proposition 4.24
~iii !, we havet]A,tj and so
Pnh̄~tj,T2!<Pnh̄~t]A,T2!. ~8.3!
~2! To estimate the rhs of~8.3! we use reversibility. For that it is convenient to pass to the
discrete-time setup. LetTi ,i PN0 , be the successive times at which some clock inL̄* ø]L̄*
rings. LetP* (h,h8) denote the transition probabilities of the Markov chain that is obtained by
observing our process at these times:
P* ~h,h8!5Ph~hT15h8!. ~8.4!
Let
i * 5 inf$ i PN0 : hTiP]A%,
N15#$0< i , i * : Ti 112Ti,a%, ~8.5!
N25#$0< i , i * : Ti 112Ti>a%,
wherea.0 is a constant that will be chosen shortly. Sincei * 5N11N2 and $t]A,T2%,$N2
,T2 /a%, we have, for anyMPN,
Pnh̄~t]A,T2!<P~N1.M ,N2,T2 /a!1Pnh̄~ i * ,M1T2 /a!. ~8.6!
Moreover,
P~N1.M ,N2,T2 /a!<PS N1N11N2 > MM1T2 /aD . ~8.7!
Now pick a,M such that
P~T1,a!<
1
3, M5T2 /a. ~8.8!
Then the probability on the rhs of~8.7! equals the probability that among the firstN11N2 of a
sequence of Bernoulli trials with success probability< 13 a fraction at least
1
2 is successful.
However, this probability is SES, and so we get
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Pnh̄~t],A,T2!5SES1Pnh̄~ i * ,2T2 /a!. ~8.9!
~3! Let us next consider the Markov chain obtained from our process when some clock in the
large volumeLb rings. Let P̂(h,h8) denote its transition probabilities. This Markov chain is
easily seen to be reversible w.r.t. the same invariant measuren as the continuous-time process.
From this observation we deduce the reversibility of the Markov chain with transition probabilities






h i uL̄5huL̄ ~ i 51,...,t21!
P̂~h,h1!3¯3 P̂~h t21 ,h8!
5
n~h!
n~h! F P̂~h8,h!1(t52` (h1 ,...,h t21
h i uL̄5huL̄~ i 51,...,t21!













h1 ,h2 ,...,h l 21PA
h lP]A









From ~8.2!, ~8.9!, ~8.11!, Proposition 4.24~iii !, and Proposition A6 we get the result. Namely, we
replacen by m, making an error that is SES because limb→`(1/b)log uLbu5`, and we use that
supjP]A m(j)/m(I h̄)<e2Gb because of~8.2! @recall ~4.10!#.
8.2. Upper bound for the nucleation time
Next we prove the upper bound in Theorem 1.53~c!, i.e.,
lim
b→`
Pnh̄~tj.T1!50 ;d.0 with T15T1~b,d!5e
b~G1d!. ~8.12!
~1! The idea is to construct an eventEh,T leading from anyhPX to j in an appropriate time
T5T(b,d) and having a sufficiently large probability. Let us first describe this event in words.
The timeT will be chosen of the formT5e@4D22U1(d/2)#b for a suitably smalld.0. Note that, for
b sufficiently large,T/3.T3
1 with T3
15e@D1(d/2)#b. But, givenhPI h̄ , we know from Proposition
5.20 that within timeT3
1 our process visitsX̄3 with a large probability. Then, by Proposition 5.11
~iii ! and Remark~2! following it, either of the two following situations prevails:
~1! There exist l,l 8PN0\$1%, u l 2 l 8u<1 such that our process visitsRl ,l 8 within time T31 .
~2! The process passes through a configuration containing a large lacunary square or quasi-square
@recall Remark~2! in Sec. 5.2#.
In case~2!, within another timeT/3 with a large probability our process goes to a large~highly
supercritical! square or quasi-square. Indeed, it follows from the results in Sec. 7 that forb
sufficiently large this happens within a timee@2U1(d/2)#b for anyd.0. But ford.0 small we have
T/3.e@2U1(d/2)#b.
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From the square or quasi-square present in each configuration inRl ,l 8 , we grow following a
sequence of squares or quasi-squares of increasing side lengths, leading eventually toj. Of
course, it may happen that the initial square or quasi-square is empty (l 5 l 850), i.e., the con-
figuration on which we fall during the first part of our event is justh̄.










1 : f tPX3%. ~8.14!
Let Q be the set of square or quasi-square configurations:
Q5ø l ,l 8Þ1:u l 2 l 8u<1Rl ,l 8 , ~8.15!






1 : f tPQ% ~8.16!
and put
t̄25 t̄2~f!5 inf$t>0: f tPQ%. ~8.17!
Note that for anyhPX3\Q the intervalt̄22tX3 is strictly positive, while for anyhPX3ùRl ,l 8





~3! Given l 1 ,l 2PN0\$1%,u l 12 l 2u<1, we next introduceERl 1,l 2 ,T
(3) as the set of trajectories
starting fromRl 1 ,l 2 and passing~at the successive timest1 ,t2 ,... of return toX3 to a different
configuration inL̄) through the following sequencec5c1 ,c2 ,... of pairs of integers:
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l ,l !,l>2: c5~ l ,l !,~ l 11,l !,~ l 11,l 11!,...,~ l 0 ,l 0!.
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l ,l 11!,l>2: c5~ l ,l 11!,~ l 11,l 11!,~ l 11,l 12!,...,~ l 0 ,l 0!.
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~0,0!: c5~0,0!,~2,2!,~2,3!,~3,3!,...,~ l 0 ,l 0!.
More precisely, put 050 and, fori PN,
t i5min$t.t i 21 :h tPX3\I h̄ t%, ~8.18!
where h̄ t5h tuL̄ . ~The t i are the random times at which the reduced Markov chain changes
configuration insideL̄; see Definition 7.3.! Let Rc be the sequence of sets of configurationsRl ,l 8
with ( l ,l 8) following the sequencec. Then we define
ERl 1 ,l 2,T
~3! 5$f: ft0PRl 1 ,l 2 ,ft iPRc i ; i PN, maxi~t i 112t i !,e@4D22U1~d/2!#b%. ~8.19!












We will estimate the probability of each of the parts.
~5! We have, forb sufficiently large,
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inf
l 1 ,l 2
inf
hPRl 1 ,l 2
Ph~Eh,T
~3! !>e2@G24D12U2~d/4!#b. ~8.21!





Pc i~ht1PRc i 11,t1,e~r i1D1d/2!b!^_e2~D2U2r i !b,
where^_ denotes logarithmic equivalence inb and, forc i5( l ,l 11) or c i5( l ,l ) with l , l c , we
put r i5(2U2D)( l 21). If, on the other hand,l> l c , then we have by Proposition 7.143 that
Pc i~ht1PRc i 11,t1,e~2D2U1d/2!b!^_1. ~8.23!
The case (l 1 ,l 2)Þ(0,0) can be treated in a similar way: it turns out that the worst lower estimate
corresponds to the case (l 1 ,l 2)5(0,0). Equation~8.21! follows from an immediate computation.
~6! It follows from Propositions 6.2 and 7.9 that, for allhPX andh1PX3,
P~Eh,T31
~1! !^_1, P~Eh1 ,T41
~2! !^_1. ~8.24!
Thus, from~8.20!, ~8.21!, and~8.24! we get
P~Eh,T!>e
2@G24D12U1~d/2!#b. ~8.25!
We can now apply Proposition 2.13 with
n5nh̄ ,
T5e@4D22U1~d/2!#b, T85T95e~G1d!b, ~8.26!
A5j, B5X, p5e2@G24D12U1~d/4!#b ,
to complete the proof.
8.3. The gate for the nucleation





and consider the sets
G5$hPX: N~h!, l c~ l c21!12%,
G25$hPX: N~h!5 l c~ l c21!11%, ~8.28!
G05$hPX: N~h!5 l c~ l c21!12%.
Given a pathf5f1 ,...,fm(mPN) with f15h, fm5j, let i
05 i 0(f) be the first hitting time
of G0:
i 05 inf$ i PN: f iPG0%. ~8.29!
Then
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H̄~f i0!5H~f i 021!1D, ~8.30!











On the other hand, from the results in Sec. 4.3 we know that
H̄~h,G2\Dl c21,l c
2 !<H̄~Dl c21,l c
2 !1U. ~8.33!






~3! The claim now follows from~8.32! and ~8.34! after choosingd sufficiently small.
8.4. Criticality for squares and quasi-squares
In this section we prove Theorem 1.53~a!.
~1! For l 1 ,l 2 with 0< l 1< l 2 and u l 12 l 2u<1, let R.( l 1 ,l 2) denote the set of all configurations
whose restriction toL̄ gives rise to a single square or quasi-square strictly larger thanRl 1 ,l 2, i.e.,
R.~ l 1 ,l 2!5 ø
~ l̃ 1 , l̃ 2!.~ l 1 ,l 2!
R l̃ 1 , l̃ 2, ~8.35!
where (l̃ 1 , l̃ 2).( l 1 ,l 2) ~with l̃ 1< l̃ 2 ,l 1< l 2) means eitherl̃ 1. l 1 , l̃ 2> l 2 or l̃ 15 l 1 , l̃ 2. l 2 . Let
R<~ l 1 ,l 2!5 H ø
~ l̃ 1 , l̃ 2!
R l̃ 1 , l̃ 2J \ H ø~ l̃ 1 , l̃ 2!.~ l 1 ,l 2!R l̃ 1 , l̃ 2J . ~8.36!
Similarly, we defineR,( l 1 ,l 2). andR>( l 1 ,l 2).
~2! Let us first consider the subcritical case. With the help of reversibility, like in~8.11!, we




~tR.~ l 1 ,l 2!,e~2D2U2d!b!50. ~8.37!
Indeed, it follows from Proposition 4.24~ii ! that the saddle of exit fromR<( l 1 ,l 2), i.e., the
configurations realizing the communication height betweenR<( l 1 ,l 2) and X3\R<( l 1,l 2)
5R.( l 1,l 2)øL or R.( l 1 ,l 2), is 2D2U.
~3! For l 1 ,l 2 such that 0< l 1< l 2< l 111 and l 1< l c21, we define a shrinking eventEl 1 ,l 2
s
containing the set of trajectories starting fromRl 1 ,l 2 and passing, at the successive timest1 ,t2 ,...
defined in~8.18!, through the following sequencecs5c1
s ,c2
s ,... of pairs of integers:
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l ,l !,l>2: c
s5~ l ,l !,~ l 21,l !,~ l 21,l 21!,...,~0,0!,
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~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l ,l 11!,l>2: c
s~ l ,l 11!,~ l ,l !,~ l 21,l !,~ l 21,l 21!,..., ~0,0!,
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~1,2!: c
s5~1,2!,~1,1!,~0,0!,
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~1,2!: c
s5~1,1!,~0,0!,
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~0,0!: c
s is the trivial path with no move.
More precisely, we denote byRcs the sequence of sets of configurationsRl ,l 8 with ( l ,l 8) follow-
ing the sequencecs, and define
El 1 ,l 2
s 5$f: ft0PRl 1l 2,ft iPRc is ; i PN, maxi~t i 112t i !,e
@~2U2D!~ l 122!12U1d#b%.
~8.38!
~4! Let us next consider the supercritical case. Again, with the help of reversibility like in




~tR,~ l 1 ,l 2!,e@~2U2D!~ l c22!12U2d]b!50. ~8.39!
Indeed, it follows from Proposition 4.24~i! that the saddle of exit fromR>( l 1 ,l 2) is
e@(2U2D)( l c22)12U#b.
~5! For l c< l 1< l 2< l 111 we define a growing eventEl 1 ,l 2
g containing the set of trajectories
starting fromRl 1 ,l 2 and passing, at the successive timest1 ,t2 ,..., through the following sequence
cg5c1
g ,c2
g ,... of pairs of integers:
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l ,l !: c
g5~ l ,l !,~ l 11,l !,~ l 11,l 11!,...,~ l 0 ,l 0!,
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l ,l 11!: c
g5~ l ,l 11!,~ l 11,l 11!,...,~ l 0 ,l 0!,
~ l 1 ,l 2!5~ l 0 ,l 0!: c
g is the trivial path with no move.
More precisely, we denote byRcg the sequence of sets of configurationsRl ,l 8 with ( l ,l 8) fol-
lowing the sequencecg, and define
El 1 ,l 2
g 5$f: ft0PRl 1l 2,ft iPRc ig ; i PN, maxi~t i 112t i !,e
~2D2U1d!b%. ~8.40!
~6! In the following we abbreviate
ds5
1




2 ~@~2U2D!~ l c22!12U#2~2D2U !!.
~7! In the subcritical case 0< l 1< l 2< l 111, l 1< l c we have, forb sufficiently large,
PnRl1 ,l2
~tj,th!<PnRl1 ,l2
~tR.~ l 1 ,l 2!,th!. ~8.42!
On the other hand, by~8.37! we have
PnRl1 ,l2
~tR.~ l 1l 2!,th!<PnRl1 ,l2
~e@2D2U2~ds/2!#b,tR.~ l 1 ,l 2!,th!1o~1!. ~8.43!
Moreover,
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PnRl1 ,l2
~e@2D2U~ds/2!#b,tR.~ l 1 ,l 2!,th!
<PnRl1 ,l2
~e@2D2U2~ds/2!#b
,tR.~ l 1 ,l 2! ,e@~2U2D!~ l 122!12U1~ds/2!#b,th!. ~8.44!
We know from Proposition 7.9 that if 0< l 1< l 2< l 111, l 1< l c , then for alld.0 andb suffi-
ciently large
PnRl1 ,l2
~El 1 ,l 2
s !.e2db. ~8.45!




T5e@~2U2D!~ l 122!12U1~ds/2!#b, T85T95e@2D2U2~ds/2!#b, ~8.46!
A5h, B5R.~ l 1 ,l 2!, p5e2~ds/4!b.
~8! In the supercritical casel c< l 1< l 2< l 111, we proceed in a similar way. We have
PnRl1 ,l2
~th,tj!<PnRl1 ,l2
~tR,~ l 1 ,l 2!,tj!. ~8.47!
On the other hand, by~8.39! we have
PnRl1 ,l2
~tR,~ l 1 ,l 2!,tj!<PnRl1 ,l2




~e@~2U2D!~ l c22!12U2~dg/2!#b,tR,~ l 1 ,l 2!,tj!
<PnRl1 ,l2
~e@~2U2D!~ l c22!12U2~dg/2!#b,tR,~ l 1 ,l 2! ,e@~2D2U !1~dg/2!#b,tj!. ~8.49!
We know from Proposition 7.9 that ifl c< l 1< l 2< l 111, then for alld.0 andb sufficiently large
PnRl1 ,l2
~El 1 ,l 2
g !.e2db. ~8.50!
The second claim in Theorem 1.53~a! now follows from ~5.29!, ~8.48!, ~8.50!, and Proposition
2.13 with
n5nRl 1 ,l 2
,
T5e@~2D2U !1~dg/2!#b, T85T95e@~2U2D!~ l c22!12U2~dg/2!#b, ~8.51!
A5j, B5R,~ l 1 ,l 2!, p5e2~dg/4!b.
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APPENDIX: COMPARISON OF ENSEMBLES
The grand-canonicalGibbs measure for our system on a torusL5Lb,Z




h~x!! G exp@2bH~hL̄!#Z~L,z,b! ~hLPXL!, ~A1!













h~x!! G exp@2bH~hL̄!#Z~L,n,b! ~hLPXL,n! , ~A4!
whereXL,n5$hLPXL : SxPLh(x)5n% and
Z~L,n,b!5 (
hLPXL,n F )xPL\L̄ 1h~x!! Gexp@2bH~hL̄!#. ~A5!
It is straightforward to verify that both these measures are reversible with respect to the Kawasaki
dynamics with HamiltonianH in ~1.47!.
We want to compare the expected values with respect to the above two measures of a cylin-
drical functionf with support inL̄. In what follows, we give an elementary estimate showing that
the difference between the two expectations is inversely proportional to the total volumeuLu.
With the help of asymptotic expansions, like the ones used to get a local central limit theorem, it
would be possible to get better estimates, even in more complicated situations~see Yau22 and
Bertini, Cirillo, and Olivieri23!. However, for our purpose it suffices to have a rough estimate.
Proposition A6: There exists c5c(L̄).0 such that, for all f: XL̄→R with i f i`< 14, all n
PN and all L.L̄,







Proof: ~1! Put n5nL,n andm5mL,z . We have
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whereN5N(h)5SxPLh(x), g5 f 2m( f ) andm
g(h)5m((11g)h). Note thatmg is a probabil-
ity measure:mg(h)>0 andmg(1)51, igi`<2i f i`<
1
2 andg has mean zero underm.




































































From ~A15! it follows that there exists ac5c(uL̄u).0 such that for allL.L̄







~4! From ~A8!, ~A16!, and~A17! the result in~A7! follows. QED
Remark:It is clear from the above calculation that the assumptioni f i`<
1
4 does not represent
any loss of generality: in the generic case we get 4ci f i` instead ofc in the r.h.s. of~A7!.
Moreover, the same estimate holds when the supportL̄ of f is replaced by anyL8.L̄: we get a
different constantc5c(L8). It is easy to check thatc(L8)<kuL8u for somek.0.
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